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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
It·is the purpose·of this·investigation to calculate the electronic 
energy band structure of copper using the tight-binding method with 
Gaussian-type.orbitals (GTO's) as basis functions, and to examine the 
feasibility of employing this method to calculate energy band structures 
for other transition metals. A number of energy band calculations of 
copper with various methods have been reported. Calculations done with 
cellular method <.1 ' 2) were first reported in 1935, and the latest calcu-
lation carried out with the psuedo-potential method(J) is reported early 
last year. During past years, calculations have also been carried out 
using other methods. They include the orthogonalized plane wave(4) 
(OPW), the. augmented plane wave (5 ' 6 '7) (APW), the Green's function (S), 
and the modified orthogonalized plane wave (MOPW) method(9). 
In most of the above mentioned works, references (1), (2) and (5) 
through (8), the crystal pote:ntial used in the calculations are of the 
muffin-tin form(lO), Indeed the only non muffin~tin attempt to treat 
the d-bands of copper has been the empirical adaption of psuedo-poten-
tial method; and no first principle treatments exist. Reference (4) 
represents a 1956 attempt at solution using the OPW method and does not 
attempt to treat the 3d band. Indeed the method of OPW is generally 
considered to be inapplicable to c.opper because of its inability to deal 
with the important d-bands. 
1 
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The motivation to use the tight-binding method in this investiga-
tion is that in this approach one is not limited by.the choice of the 
forms of the crystal potential one may use. Also the tigh~-binding 
method yields a.more.direct·and explicit int~rpretati.on of energy band 
formation in solids in terms of atomic orbitals than any of the other 
methods. Up t<;> this time, no energy band structure caleulation for 
copper by tight-binding method has been reported. In the past, the 
tight-binding method has·generally been regarded as only useful for an 
approximation(ll,l2) to a more complex and detailed band structure cal-
culation,. or as an interpolatian scheme (l3) to supplement a more detailed 
calculation. However, this situation has been drastically changed afte.r 
(14) ·. 
Lafon and Lin published their work on an energy band calculation of 
lithium.. by the tight-binding method in 1966. Their work clearly points 
out that the tight-binding method c~n be·a quantitative and accurate 
method when properly applied to an energy band structure problem. At 
present the tight-bind·ing method is· considered as ·one of the powerful 
methods to treat .energy band proble~s. Recently, a number of energy 
band calculations using tight-,binding method have been carried out for 
a few transition metal compounds(lS,l7). A recent paper(l8) delivered 
by J. Callaway at an Energy Band. Theory Conference held. at Watson 
Laboratory of IBM in New York also seems to help confirm the idea that· 
the tight-binding approach can be a powerful and efficient method for 
obtaining qu.antitative results in energy band calculations from the 
first principle for a variety of-materials. 
The crystalline copper structure is face-centered cubic (fee) with 
. 0 
a fundamental.lattice constant, a = J.6147 A (= 6.8308 a.u.). The 0 . 
crystalline struc~ure of copper can be visualized by recqgnizing that . 
3 
there is an atom at each corner of a cube of side, a , and also an atom 
0 
at the center of each face of the cube. In such a fee struqture, each 
atom has twelve nearest neighbors. The crystalline solid copper is 
built. upon the repititions of such cubes. The terminologies needed in 
treating such periodic structures are given in the follOwing sections. 
A. The Crystal Lattice 
To describe the crystalline structure of solids one needs a set of 
+ + + three non~coplaner basis vectors, a1 , a2 , and a3 , called basic primitive 
lattice translation vectors, so defined that a parallelepiped formed by 
the three primitive vectors is the smallest unit which will build up the 
lattice by periodic repitition and that the crystalline structure re-
mains invariant under a translation through any vector formed by 
l 
n = (1-1) 
where n1 , n2 and n3 are any integers. All points that can be reached by 
+ Rn.are cal+ed lattice sites. The lattice sites are merely a set of 
mathematical points. One only has a crystal by associating an atom or a 
complex of atoms with each lattice site in the crystal. The parallelo-
+ + + · 1+ + + I piped defined by a1 , a2 , and a3 having a volume given by af(a2 x a3) 
is called the primitive unit cell. 
From the above considerations, it can be seen that any periodic 
+ function f(r) with the same periodicity as the crystal structure is 
+ + + 
uniquely defined by the basic primitive vectors a1 , a2 , a3 and by speci-
fying the value of the function at every point in the primitive unit 
cell. 
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B. The Wigner-Seitz Unit Cell 
The primitive unit cell mentioned in the last section .does not 
clearly show all the possible symmetries that can be associated with 
the crystal structure. A more convenient alternative choice for the 
unit cell is the.so-called Wigner-Seitz unit cell. The Wigner-Seitz 
cell has the advantage of displaying the possible rotational symmetry 
of the crystal more clearly than does the primitive unit cell defined 
+ + + by a1, a2 and a3 described in Section A. The Wigner-Seitz cell is con-
structed by setting up planes which are perpendicular bisectors of the 
vectors from an arbitrarily chosen lattice point to all surrounding 
lattice sites. The smallest volume enclosed by these planes, and in-
eluding the origin, i.e., the arbitrarily chosen lattice point, is 
called the Wigner-Seitz unit cell. The Wigner-Seitz cell for fee struc-
ture is shown in Figure 1. 
C. Periodic Function and Fourier Series 
+ A function f(r) having the same periodicity as the crystal struc-
ture must satisfy the following relation 
+ + + f (r + R ) = f (r) 
n 
(1-2) 
+ 
where R is any translation vector defined in Eq. (1-1). Such a periodic 
n 
+ function f(r) can be expressed in terms of a Fourier series of the form 
+ f (r) = ~ 
K+ 
m 
+ -+ 
iK+•r f+ e m K+ 
m 
(1-3) 
where the fi(+'s; the Fourier coefficients, may be complex. The substi-
m 
Figure 1. Wigner-Seitz Cell of the Face-Centered 
Cubic ·Lattice and the Fundamental 
Wedge 
5 
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tt!tfon of Eq. (1".'"3) in to Eq. (l".'"2) yields the requirement 
(l-4) 
where the mi are integers. Eq. (l-4) uniquely determines·the allowed. 
+ 
values of,K+. These are given by. 
m 
(1-5) 
where the mi are integers and where 
(1-6) 
The symbol oij is the Kronecker del,ta defined in .. the µsual.manner. This 
leads.to th~ following set of r~lat~ons 
' 
+· b .. 1 
= 
-+ 
b = 3 
+ + 211' a 2 x a 3 
.+· ..... + ' 
[al·a2 a3J 
+ + 211' a3 x a1 
+ -+ -+ . 
[al a2 a3] 
-+ -+ 211' a1 x a2 
[~l ~2 !3] 
(1-7) 
is the volume of .. the primitive unit cell .mentioned earlier. The Fourier 
coefficients, ft+• .are given by 
'In 
(1-8) 
7 
where n is the volume of the primitive unit cell, and where.the limits 
of integration are over the.volume of a unit cell. 
Eq. (1-8) can also be written as 
1 + -ilt+•-; 
f K~ ... NO [NO f (r) m dt, e 
m 
where the limits of integration are now over the volume of N unit cells. 
+ + + The vectors .b1, b2 and b3 defined in Eq. (l-7) are called the basic 
primitive translations.of the reciprocal lattice generated by the set 
* + + +' of vectors.~, and the parallelepiped constructed.from b1 , b2 , and b3 
is called the primitive unit cell of the reciprocal lattice. For a 
face-centered cubic.crystal such as copper, the primitive translations 
I+ generate a body-centered cubic structure in reciprocal latti~e space. 
m· 
The Wigner-Seitz cell of this reciprocal lattice is cal1ed the Brillouin 
zone and is.shown in Figure 2. 
D. Atomic Units · 
Throughout.this investigation, Hartree atomic units are used. This 
system of units are·established by defining unit of mass = res.t mass of 
electron; unit of length= radius of ,first Bohr orbit'of ·hydrogen.atom; 
unit of charge = magnitude of charge on electron; unit of energy = twice 
the ionization energy of the normal state of the hydrogen atom. 
Unless otherwise specified, all equations and numerical values that 
appear in this·work are understood to be in this system of units. 
Figure 2. Brillouin Zone of Face-Centered Cubic 
Lattice 
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CHAPTER II 
CR~STAL POTENTIAL 
A. General Description 
In non-magnetic energy band calculations, each electron is con~ 
sidered as moving in a periodic potential field which has the same 
periodicity as that of the crystal under study. This potential is as-
sumed to be the average effect of all electron-nuclei and electron-
electron interactions. Due to this averaging, the potential experienced 
by each electron-is ?nly a function of its own position in the crystal 
and is not a function of the coordinates of the other electrons. Fur-
ther, it is assumed that all electrons of the crystal experience the 
same potential. 
+ The crystal potential, V(r), used in this calculation is assumed 
to be represented by the sum of two contributions, the Coulomb portion 
denoted by Vcoul ({;), and the exchange portion denoted by Vexch (;). The 
crystal potential can thus be written as 
-+ V(r) :; (2-1) 
Unlike the approximations usually made about the crystal potential used 
in APW method, here.it is not necessary to assume the muffin-tin fo:t"m 
for the crystal potential. 
-+ The physical model adopted for the construction of V(r) in this 
calculation is based on the assumption that the crystal charge density, 
9 
10 
:+ 
Pcrys(r), is.obtained by a superposition of atomic·chargedensities, 
+ 
patoltl(r), over all· lattice sites in the.crystal. This:can be repre..;. 
sented by ·the following equatio~ 
p (~) = E + + 
crys :r p (r - R.1.>, 1\, ·atom v (2-2) 
+ 
where Rv is su1111D.ed over all lat tic~ sites •. 
Because o~ its periodic.natµre, the ·crystal potential ·can be e~-
pressed in a Fouri,er series as 
+ V(r) 
+·+ iK •r 
• E V(K ) e· v 
t v 
\) 
(2-3) 
+ 
where Kv is sum~d·over all .the·reciproc~1·1at;ic~ vectors, and :where 
+ 
the V CK) are the Fourier coefficie7i1ts of the: crystal potential. Thes.e 
Fourier coe~ficients, V fi.), t1.re kiven, by 
+ V(K ) 
\) 
+ + 
l + -iKv 'r 
= ~ !· V(r) e dT, 
:N" crys ~2-4) 
where g is the vol~me of the.primitive unit cell, and N represli!nts, 
s~mbolical1y, the number of primitive cells in the crystal. Similarly, 
due t9 the periodicit;y of.the c~ystal potenti.al, and the model assumed, 
coul + exeh +· the Coulomb port.ion, V (r), and the excl)ange portion,. V · (r), can 
each be;expressed individually in a Fourier series as 
+ + 
E Vcoul (K · ) K •r '\) e t v (2-5) -
\) 
+ + 
-
E vexchci( ) K •r \) e t v (2-6) 
'IJ 
11 
Vcoul(+K) and·vexch(+K) · where the Fourier coefficients aregivenby 
\) \) 
+ + 
Vcoul(K ) ...!.._ f Vcoul(;) e 
-iK •r 
-
\) d T, 
\) NQ crys (2-7) 
+ + 
Vexch(K ) 
..l. f Vexch(~) 
-iK •r 
-
\) dT, e 
\) NQ crys (2-8) 
In Eqs, .. (2-7) and (2-8) N and Q have the same meaµing as they stand in 
Eq. (2-4), 
The existence of .,the inversi~m symmetry in fee structure 'makes it 
possible for one, to rewrite Eqs, (2-3), (2-4), (2-5), (2-6), (2-7), and 
(2-8) respectively into. the fc;irms given by Eqs, (2-9), (2-10), (2-11), 
(2-1,2), (2-13) and (2"-14), i.eq 
+ + + + V(r) .. I: V(K ) cos K •r, (2-9) i v \) 
\) 
+ 1 + + + (2-10) V(K) .. -! V(r) co.a· (K 'r) dT NQ crys \) 
Vcoul(-;) Vcoul(K ) + + .. I: cos (K •r), (2-11) 
i \) \) 
\) 
Vexch(-;) Vexch + + + (2-12) 
"' 
I: (K ) cos (K • r), 
i \) \) \ 
\) 
Vcoul(K ) ...!.._ f coul() + + (2-13) = V r cos (K •r) dT, 
\) NQ crys \) 
Vexch(K ) 
..l. f Vexch() + + (2-14) and 
-
r cos (K •r) dT, 
\) NQ · crys \) 
Employing the relations. shown in Eqs, (2-9), (2-11), (2-12), and 
tl;te uniqu~ness.of the set of ·Fourier coefficients for a given periodic 
function one can then.write 
12 
+ V(K ) 
\) = 
+ Vexch(K ) • 
\) 
(2-15) 
+ Only the Fourier coefficients, V(K ), of the crystal potential, 
\) 
+ V(r), are used in this calculation. + In order to calculate V(K ) one 
\) 
coul + exch + has to evaluate V (K ) and V (K ) first. This is carried out in 
\) \) 
the following Sections B and C. 
B. Coulomb Potential 
. coul + The coulomb portion of the crystal potential, V (r), is related 
d coul(+r) h , to the crystal charge ensity, pcrys , through t e Poisson s equation 
in the following manner 
4 coul + 1Tp crys (r) ' 
where the crystal charge density is given by 
= 
nuclear(;) _ electronic(;) 
Pcrys Pcrys 
(2-16) 
(2-17) 
nuclear (+r.) In Eq. (2-17) one has the following equations for pcrys and 
electronic (+r) 
P crys ' i. e' ' 
nuclear(;) 
Pcrys 
+ -+ 
= Z E o(r - R ), it v 
electronic(-:;) 
Pcrys -
\) 
E electronic(+ -+ 
-± Patom r - R)' 
1< \) 
(2-18) 
(2-19) 
-+ 
where o(r) is the delta function defined in the usual manner, and where 
. electronic -+ the electronic contribution, p (r), to the crystal charge 
· · atom 
density will be discussed later. 
13 
Because of the periodicity of crystal potential, and.the fact that 
the charge distributions determine in part·the crystal potential, one 
d . nuclear(+r) in terms of F i i · can expan pcrys a our er seres, i.e., one can 
write 
(2-20) 
h nucl(+K) is the Fourier coefficient of nucl(;), w ere n v Pcrys Similarly, one 
can write 
elec(~) 
Pcrys = 
~ nelec (+K ) + + 
'"' cos K •r 
tv v v ' 
where n elec (K ) is the Fourier coefficient of p elec (f) . 
v crys 
Employing Eqs. (2-20) anci (2-21) in Eq. (2-17) one obtains 
· nucl + + + elec + + + 
= E n (K ) cos K ·r - E n (K ) cos K •r . 
'K v v t v v 
\) \) 
Application of v2 to Vcoul(~) given in Eq. (2-9) leads to the 
following relation: 
where K 2 
\) 
+ + 
... K I K • 
\) \) 
(2-21) 
(2-22) 
(2-23) 
Substituting v2 Vcoul(~) of Eq. (2-23) and p~~~!(~) of Eq. (2-22) into 
Eq. (2-16) yields the following relation 
2 coul + + + nucl + + + elec + + +] 
-E K V (K ) cos K •r • 4w [E n (K ) cos K •r-E n (K )cosK 'r . 
-gv v v t v v t v v 
\) \) \) 
(2-24) 
14 
Due to the uniqueness of the Fourier coefficients in the expansion for 
a given periodic function, Eq. (2-24) implies that one can write 
Vcoul (K ) 
\) 
= 
~ [nnucl (K ) _ nelec (K )] 
K 2 v v 
\) 
(2-25) 
coul + The Fourier coefficients, V (K ), of the Coulomb portion of the 
\) 
coul + nucl + 
crystal potential, V (r) can be readily found after n (K ) and 
\) 
nelec (~ ) are evaluated. 
\) 
From Eqs. (2-19) and (2-20) one can write 
nnucl (K ) 
\) 
z + + + + 
=· ~ E f 8 (r-R) cos (K 'r) d•. Nn I crys v v 
µ 
(2-26) 
Using the definition of the a-function and Eq. (1-6) the quantity, 
E f 8 (~-R) cos (K 'R) d•, can be shown to be equal to N. Eq. I crys v v v · 
\) 
(2-26) can therefore be rewritten as 
z (2-27) 
( ) h elec (+K v) It is seen from Eq. 2-21 t at n is given by the follow-
ing equation 
_!_ f elec + + + 
= p (r) cos K •r d•. Nn crys crys v (2-28) 
elec + The electronic contribution to the crystal charge density, pcrys(r), 
is approximated by superposing the atomic charge densities over all 
lattice sites using the following equation 
= 
~ elec I+ + I ~ p ( r - RV.), Iv atom (2-29) 
15 
elec + The electronic contribution to the atomic charge density, p t (r), of 
a om 
Eq. (2-29), assuming the spherical symmetry of the atomic charge dis-
tributions, is given by 
= (2-30) 
where Ant is the occupation number of the ni th orbital, and where 
= r Rnt(r) with Rnt(r) being the normalized radial wave func-
tions of copper. For the ground state configuration of the copper atom, 
elec Patom(r) can be explicitly written as 
(2-31) 
The Hartree radial wave functions Pnt(r) used are the analytic Hartree-
k 1 k f Cl i ' T bl f A . W F · (l9) Foe resu ts ta en rom ement s a es o tomic ave unctions • 
elec + Using Eq. (2-29), p · (r) is calculated and tabulated for 130 points 
. crys 
with x ~ y ~ z for each point in 1/48 the volume of the central Wigner-
Seitz cell. This small volume enclosed in the polyhedron OPNH, (See 
Figure 1), is called a fundamental wedge. Convergence for Pelee(~) 
crys 
is reached after contributions from 135 neighboring atoms are included 
+ in the summation over the R 's. 
v 
elec + The value of p (r) at any point in-
crys 
side the Wigner-Seitz cell, but outside the fundamental wedge can be ob-
tained by applying one of the 48 symmetry operations of the cubic group 
to an appropriate point inside the fundamental wedge, The evaluated 
elec + + 
values of p (r) vs. r are arranged into a tabular form, These tabu-
crys 
lated values are then curve fitted according to the following equation 
16 
where rv = I; - RYI' and where im = 15 is the number of ai, Si' and Yi 
elec + Convergence of p (r) within 
crys needed to achieve a reasonably good fit. 
the central unit cell is reached when N = 135. The set of ai's, Si's and 
Y. 's determined through the least-square curve fitting procedures along 
1 
with a comparison of the tabular and fit of p~;;~(;) vs. ; are listed in 
Tables I and II respectively. 
Let the total electronic crystal charge be denoted by q, then orle 
can write the following relation 
q = 29N, (2-33) 
where N as usual represents the number of unit cells in the crystal. 
From. Eq. (2-32) one can also write 
N im 
R ~1 ! ~ q = crys i=l 
v 
= N ! 
the following 
ai rv 
e 
-Y r i 
ei -Y r i v 
e d't" 
v' 
(2-34) 
+ 
where d't" is a differential volume element referring R as origin in the 
v v 
integration. It is noted from Eqs. (2-33) and (2-34) that the integral 
in Eq. (2-34) should have a value of 29. Indeed, a calculation of the 
integral is carried out, and its value is found t;o be 28.9987. 
. elec + Using p (r) of Eq.(2-32) with the set of a. 's, S. 's, and Y 's 
crys 1 1 · i 
given in Table I in Eq. (2-28) one can write the following expression 
for n elec <i\,) . 
nelec (°i\,) 
= 
_!_ f 
Nrl crys 
17 
TABLE I 
PARAMETERS OF CHARGE DENSITY AND CUBE 
ROOT OF CHARGE DENSITY CURVE FITTINGS 
i <Xi (\ Si Y. 1 
1 2.365257E 04 l.090022E 03 0.0 -5.000000E 01 
2 -1. 762831E 04 l.579487E 04 l.OOOOOOE 00 -5.000000E 01 
3 l.202866E 06 l.041624E 05 2.000000E 00 -5.000000E 01 
4 -1.080016E 05 -8.516750E 04 o.o -2.000000E 01 
5 -3.597556E 05 -3.375534E 05 l.OOOOOOE 00 -2.000000E 01 
6 -1.146115E 06 
-6.874513E 05 2.000000E 00 -2.000000E 01 
7 1.128512E 05 l.114391E 05 0.0 -1. 200000E 01 
8 -3.019734E 05 -2.116944E 05 l.OOOMOE 00 -1.200000E 01 
9 5.101124E 05 6.298377E 05 2.000000E 00 -1. 200000E 01 
10 -1. 248570E 04 -3.126054E 04 0.0 -6.000000E 00 
11 2.055028E 04 4.840531E 04 l.OOOOOOE 00 -6.000000E 00 
. 12 
-1. 369872E 04 -4.819461E 04 2.000000E 00 -6.000000E·OO 
13 6.002434E 02 3.925860E 03 o.o -3.000000E 00 
14 -4.174568E 02 -3.089820E 03 l.OOOOOOE 00 -3.000000E 00 
15 7.806668E 01 6 .63J662E 02 2.000000E 00 -3.000000E 00 
18 
TABLE II 
FIT OF CHARGE DENSITY 
x y z l'ABULAR FIT 
1.SOOOOE-02 o.o o.o 6.98677E 03 6. 986 77E 03 
l.SOOOOE-02 l.SOOOOE-02 o.o 4.89710E 03 4.89714E 03 
1.SOOOOE-02 l.SOOOOE-02 l.50000E-02 3.73871E 03 3.73871E 03 
3.00000E-02 o.o o.o 2.98588E 03 2. 98588E 03 
3.;00000E-02 l.SOOOOE-02 o.o 2. 45591E · 03 2. 45591E 03 
3.00000E ... 02 l.SOOOOE-02 l.SOOOOE-02 2.06384E 03 2.06382E 03 
3.00000E-02 3.00000E-02 o.o l.52784E 03 1.52785E 03 
3.00000E-02 3.00000E-02 l.SOOOOE-02 l.33895E 03 l.33897E 03 
4.SOOOOE-01 l.SOOOOE-02 o.o l.18520E 03 l.18521E 03 
4.SOOOOE-02 1.sooooE-02 l.SOOOOE-02 l.05840E 03 1.05841E 03 
4.SOOOOE-02 3.00000E-02 o.o 8. 63630E 02 8.63622E 02 
4.SOOOOE-02 3.00000E-02 l.SOOOOE-02 7.88054E 02 7. 88073E 02 
6.00000E-02 o.o o.o 6~67790E 02 6.67783E 02 
6.SOOOOE-02 o.o o.o 5.48718E 02 5 .48713E 02 
6.SOOOOE-02 6.SOOOOE-02 o.o 2.69642E 02 2.69623E 02 
6.SOOOOE-02 6.SOOOOE-02 6.SOOOOE--02 2.04484E 02 2.04490E 02 
L 30000E-01 o.o o.o 1. 70751E 02 1. 70768E 02 
1. 30000E-Ol 6.SOOOOE-02 o.o l.45678E 02 l.45684E 02 
L 30000E-01. 6.SOOOOE-02 6.SOOOOE-02 l.24973E 02 l.24975E 02 
1. 30000E .... Ol l.30000E-01 o.o 9.26352E 01 9.26267E 01 
l.30000;E-Ol l.30000E-Ol 6.SOOOOE-02 8.00661E 01 8.00561E 01 
2.00000E-01 o.o o.o 7 .48725E 01 7.48630E 01 
l.95000E-01 6.SOOOOE-02 o.o 6. 94298E 01 6. 94178E 01 
L95000E-01 6.SOOOOE-02 6.SOOOOE-02 6 0 04316E 01 6.04236E 01 
1. 30000E ... 01 1. 30000E-01 l.30000E-Ol 5.28162E 01 6.28142E 01 
l.95000E ... 01 l.30000E-Ol o.o 4.63655E 01 4.63706E 01 
L95000E-01 1. 30000E--Ol 6.SOOOOE-02 4.08941E 01 4.08994E 01 
2.60000E-01 o.o o.o 3 .22915E 01 3. 22985E 01 
2c60000E-01 o.o o.o 3.22915E 01 3.22985E 01 
2.00000E-01 2.00000E-01 o.o 2.37278E 01 2.37332E 01 
2.00000E-01 2.00000E-01 2.00000E-01 l.20515E 01 1.20373E 01 
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x y z TABULAR FIT 
4.00000E-01 0.0 o.o 8.81597E 00 8.80584E 00 
4.00000E-01 2.00000E-01 o.o 7.57176E 00 7 .57498E 00 
4.00000E-01 2.00000E-01 2,00000E-01 6.81256E 00 .. 6. 82299E 00 
4.00000E.,..01 4.00000E-01 o.o 5.58400E 00 5.58997E 00 
4.00000E-01 4.00000E-01 2.00000E-01 5.02885E 00 5.02933E 00 
6.00000E-01 2.00000E-01 o.o 4.51501E 00 4.51134E 00 
6.00000E-01 2.00000E-01 2.00000E-01 4.04642E 00 4.04045E 00 
6.00000E-01 4.00000E-01 o.o 3.24640E 00 3.24115E 00 
6.00000E-01 4.00000E-01 2.00000E-01 2.91057E 00 2.90735E 00 
7 .58989E-Ol. 3. 79494E-01 o.o 1.91004E 00 1. 91548E 00 
7.58989E-01 3. 79494E-01. 3. 79494E-01 1.34396E 00 1.35157E 00 
7. 58989E.,..Ol 7.58989E-01 o.o 7 ,21075E-Ol 7~22513E.,..Ol 
7.58989E-01 7 .58989E-01 3. 79494E-Ol 5.47802E-Ol· 5.46178E-01 
1.13848E 00 3,; 79494E-01 o.o 4.25097E-Ol 4.21715E-01 
l.13848E 00 3. 79494E-01 3, 79494E-Ol 3.36440E-01 3.32663E-01 
1.13848E 00 7 .58989E-01 o.o 2 •. 21945E-Ol. 2 .19663E-01 
1.13848E 00 7, 58989E-Ol 3.79494E-01 1. 84405E-01 · 1.83350E-01 
Ll3848E 00 7 .58989E-01 7 .58989E-01. 1.14282E-01 l.16145E .... Ql 
1.13848E 00 1.13848E 00 o.o 9.98682E-02 1.02006E-01 
1.13848E 00 1.13848E 00 3.79494E-01 8. 79371E-02 9.04078E-02 
1.13848E 00 l.13848E 00 7 .58989E-01 6.32862E-02 6. 5 72 74E.,...02 
1. 51798E 00 7 .58989E-01 7 .58989E-01 5. 2 774 7E-02 5.45632E-02 
1.51798E 00 l, 13848E 00 o.o 4.92946E-02 5.03077E-02 
·' 1. 51798E 00 1.51798E 00 3. 79494E-01 3.25837E-02 3.12375E-02 
1.51798E 00 1.51798E 00 7. 58989E-01 2.88492E-02 2. 77500E-02 
1.89747E 00 l.51798E 00 o.o 2.91738E-02 2.69319E_;,02 
1. 8974 7E 00 1.51798E 00 3.79494E-Ol 2.81734E-02 2.61466E-02 
l.89747E 00 1.51798E 00 7.58989E-01 2.57781E-02 2.43888E-02· 
],..89747E 00 1.51798E 00 1.13848E 00 2.33169E-02 2.28012E-02 
2.;65646E 00 3. 79494E-01 o,o 1. 917 71E-02 1. 93933E-02 
2.65646E 00 3. 79494E-01 3.79494E-01 l.93501E-02 l,95130E-02 
2.65646E 00 7 .58989E-01 o.o 2.03550E-02 2 .00872E-02 
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x y z TABULAR FIT 
2.65646E 00 7, 58989E-01 3.79494E-01 2.03631E...,02 2.01407E-02 
2o65646E 00 7 .58989E-01 7.58989E-01 2.08280E-02 2.04984E-02 
3.03595E 00 o.o o.o 1.65739E-02 1.78168E-02 
3.03595E 00 3. 79494E-01 o.o 1. 70795E-02 1.81090E-02 
3.03595E 00 3.79494E-Ol 3.79494E-01 1. 7511QE...,Q2 1.83736E-02 
3.41540E 00 o.o o.o 1.59840E-02 1. 74926E-02 
+ Carrying out the integration for each lattice site R and ;summing them 
v 
up, the ab.ave equation becomes 
nelec CK) 
+ + 
If one lets e to be the angle between the vector Kv and r, i.e., 
+ 
chooses the z-axis in the direction of the vector Kv' Eq. (2-35) can 
then be written as 
nelec (K ) 
v 
21 
(2-36) 
Eq. (2-36) through a few steps of simplification, can be put into the 
following form 
nelec (KJ 4TI im {oo Si+l 
=- ~n i~l o °'i r e 
-Y r i 
sin (~r) dr, (2-37) 
Using nnucl (Kv) of Eq. (2-27) and nelec (Kv) of Eq. (2-3S) in Eq. (2~25) 
Vcoul (+K ) the . one finally obtains for following expression 
:v 
vcoul (K ) 
v 
= 
s.+1 
roo a.. r i 
Q i e 
-Y.r 
i 
C. The Exchange Potential 
sin (K r)dr] 
v (2-38) 
exch + . The exchange portion of the crystal potential, V (r), needed to 
exch ·+ 
·calculate V (K ) by using Eq. (2-14) is. obtaine_d by adopting Slate.r's 
v 
(20) . . exch + free-electron gas approximation. '. According to this. scheme V , (r) 
can be approximated py the following equation: 
= 
_ 3 [_2_. elec(~)]l/3 
8TI Pcrys ' (2-39) 
22 
elec + 
where p (r) is given by Eq. (2-29). 
crys 
In order to compute Vexch(K ), the quantity [pelec(~)]l/3 is 
v crys 
evaluated, and tabulated over the same fundamen~al wedge discussed in 
the previous Section B. The tabular data is th,en curve fitted in the 
same manner as discussed previously using the analytic form 
[ elec(~)]l/3 = 
Pcrys (2-40) 
where again r~ = I~ - Rvl· Also in Eq. (2-40) i ' m Si, and Yi all have 
the same meaning as they stand in Eq. (2-32). 
are listed in the second column of Table I. 
The set of values of o. 's 
l. 
For comparison the 
tabular data and the resul.ts of the curve fitting are· listed in Table . 
III. 
Utilizing Eqs, (2-40) and (2-39) in Eq. (2-14) one obtains the 
following expression. 
vex ch (K ) = - ..1. c..1.) 1I3 I 
µ N~ 8TI crys 
8 -Y r 
i e i v) rv cos (K ·~) dt I µ :v 
(2-41) 
. 
In a manner similar to that described for simplifying Eq. (2-36) the 
above equation can be put into the form 
(2-42) 
D. The Fourier Coefficients of Crystal Potential 
+ The Fourier coefficients of the crystal potential, V(Kv), can 
finally be written down by substituting Eqs, (2-38) and (2-42) into 
23 
TABLE III 
FIT OF CUBE ROOT OF CHARGE DENSITY 
x y z TABULAR FIT 
l.SOOOOE-02 o.o o.o 1. 91172E 01 1.90983E 01 
l.SOOOOE-02 1.SOOOOE-02 o.o 1.69816E 01 1.69539E 01 
1.SOOOOE-02 1. SOOOOE-02 1.SOOOOE-02 1.55205E 01 1.54967E 01 
3.00000E-02 o.o o.o 1. 43998E 01 1.43868E 01 
3.00000E-02 1.SOOOOE-02· o.o 1. 34918E 01 1. 34832E 01 
3.00000E-02 1. SOOOOE-02 1.SOOOOE-02 1.27319E 01 1.27182E 01 
3.00000E-02 3.00000E-02 o.o 1.15175E 01 1.15050E 01 
3.00000E-02 3.00000E-02 1.SOOOOE-02 1.10218E 01 l.10130E 01 
4.SOOOOE-02 l.SOOOOE-02 o.o 1.05827E 01 1.05666E 01 
4.SOOOOE-02 l.SOOOOE-02 1.SOOOOE-02 l.01910E 01 l.01778E 01 
4;50000E-02 3.00000E-02 o.o 9.52304E 00 9.49047E 00 
4.SOOOOE-02 3.00000E-02 1.SOOOOE-02 9.23673E 00 9.23013E 00 
6.00000E-02 o.o o.o 8.74070E 00 8. 72276E 00 
6.SOOOOE-02 o.o o.o 8.18684E 00 8.18244E 00 
6.SOOOOE-02 6.SOOOOE-02 o.o 6.46044E 00 6.46904E 00 
6.SOOOOE-02 6.SOOOOE-02 6.SOOOOE-02 5.89142E 00 5.88353E 00 
1.30000E-01 o.o o.o 5.54780E 00 5.53481E 00 
l;30000E-01 6.SOOOOE-02 o.o 5.26175E 00 5.25008E 00 
L 30000E-Ol 6.SOOOOE-02 6.SOOOOE-02 4.99964E 00 5;00020E 00 
L30000E-01 1.30000E-01 o.o 4.52472E 00 4.52886E 00 
L 30000E-01 1.30000E-Ol 6.SOOOOE-02 4.31006E 00 4.31359E 00 
> 
2.00000E-01 o.o o.o 4.21477E 00 4.22007E 00 
1. 95000E-Ol 6.SOOOOE-02 o.o 4.11006E 00 4.11325E 00 
1. 95000E-01 6.SOOOOE-02 6.SOOOOE-02 3.92423E 00 3.92328E 00 
L30000E-01 1. 30000E-01 1.30000E-Ol 3. 75194E 00 3. 74977E 00 
1,95000E-01 1.30000E-01 o.o 3.59251E 00 3. 59251E 00 
1. 95000E-01 1.30000E-01 6.SOOOOE-02 3.44524E 00 3. 43994E 00 
2.60000E-01 o.o o.o 3.18441E 00 3.17765E 00 
2 • 60000E.,....Ol o.o o.o 3.18441E 00 3.17765E 00 
2.00000E-01 2.00000E-01 o.o 2.87355E 00 2;87137E 00 
2.00000E-01_ 2~00000E-Ol 2.00000E-01 2.29270E 00 2.30397E 00 
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x y z TABULAR FIT 
4,00000E-01 o.o o.o 2.06581E 00 2.07201E 00 
4,00000E-01 2.00000E-01 o.o 1.96366E 00 1.96016E 00 
4,00000E-01 2.00000E-01 2.00000E-01 1. 89570E 00 1.88737E 00 
4,00000E-01. 4.00000E-01 o.o 1. 77411E 00 1.76950E 00 
4.00000E-01 4. OOOOOE....,O 1 2.00000E-01 1. 71326E 00 1. 71288E 00 
6,000000-01 2,00000E-01 o.o 1.65280E 00 1.65573E 00 
6.00000E-01 2.00000E-01 2.00000E-01 1.59352E 00 1.59894E 00 
6.00000E-01 4.00000E-01 o.o 1. 48070E 00 1.48662E 00 
6.00000E-01 4.00000E-01 2.00000E-01 1.42777E 00 1. 43246E 00 
7, 58989E-Ol 3.79494E-01 o.o l.24074E 00 l.23562E 00 
7 .58989E-01 3. 79494E-Ol 3. 79494E-01 l.10356E 00 l.09258E 00 
7, 58989E-01 7, 58989E...,.01 o.o 8.96727E-Ol 8.90896E-Ol 
7.58989E-01 7. 58989E-01 3. 79494E-01 8.18228E-Ol 8.18849E-01 
l.13848E 00 3. 79494E-01 o.o 7 .51905E-Ol 7 .55868E-01 
1.13848E 00 3.; 79494E-01 3. 79494E-01 6.95509E-01 7.03759E-01 
1.13848E 00 7. 58989E-Ol o.o 6.05455E-01 6.15843E-01 
1.13848E 00 7 .58989E-Ol 3.79494E-01 5.69191E-Ol 5. 77694E-Ol 
Ll3848E 00 7 .5~989E-01 7 .58989E-Ol 4.85281E-Ol· 4.83976E-01 
1.13848E 00 1.13848E 00 o.o 4.63955E-01 4. 59928E-01 
l.13848E 00 L13848E 00 3. 79494E-01 4.44690E-Ol 4.37624E-01 
l.13848E 00 1.13848E 00 7 ~58989E-Ol 3. 98507E-01 3.86325E-01 
1.51798E 00 7. 58989E-Ol 7. 58989E-01 3.75095E-01 3~60486E-01 
L51798E 00 l.13848E 00 o.o 3.66663E-01 3.53910E-01 
1.51798E 00 L5J,.798E 00 3.79494E-Ol 3.19399E-01 3.20503E-01 
L51798E 00 L51798E 00 7.58989E-01 3.06698E-Ol 3.15234E-01 
l.89747E 00 l.51798E 00 0.0 3.07844E-Ol 3.13736E-Ol 
L89747E 00 l.51798E 00 3, 79494E-01 3, 04284E-01 3 .12877E-01 
l.89747E 00 l.51798E 00 7 .58989E-Ol 2.95405E,...Ol 3 .11304E-01 
L89747E 00 L51798E 00 l.13848E 00 2.85687E-Ol 3,10474E-01 
2,65646E 00 3; 79494E-01 o.o 2.67667E-01 2,60554E-01 
2.65646E 00 3. 79494E-Ol 3. 79494E-01 2.68469E,...Ol 2.64902E-01 
2.65646E 00 7 ~58989E-Ol o.o 2.73039E-Ol 2, 72546E-01 
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2.65646E 00 7 .58989E-Ol 3. 79494E-01 2. 73075E"".'01 2.75964E-Ol 
2.65646E 00 7.58989E-01 7. 58989E-01 2.75137E-Ol 2.84740E.,-01 
3.03595E 00 o.o o.o 2.54962E-01 2. 40772F-Ol 
3.03595E 00 3.79494E-Ol o.o 2.57528E-01 2.46389E-01 
3.03595E 00 3.79494E-01 3.79494E-01 2.59679E-01 2.51646E-Ol 
3.41540E 00 o.o o.o 2~51900E"'"01 2.34803E-Ol 
26 
Eq. (2-15). 
i ~.+l -Y r 
+ 
- _!±L [z 4TI m 1 i V(K ) = 
- "K i~l !'$) a. r e sin (I<'. r) dr \) K 2Q 0 1 \) \) 
\) 
(2-43) 
im (_1_)1/3 ~\+l -y.r + 3K . l: 1 !"'° ci r 1 sin (K r) dr]. e \) 1= 0 81T \) 
+ The Fourier coefficients, V(K ), are calculated according to Eq. (2-43), 
\) 
and are then tabulated. + Part of the calculated V(K)'s are listed in 
Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
THE FIRST EIGHTY OF THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS, V(K ), OF 
\) 
+ THE·CRYSTAL POTENTIAL, V(r);~ARE LISTED IN THIS TABLE 
ao + + 
27r Kv = L Fourier Coefficients 
+ 
L L L V(K ) \) 
x y z 
0 0 0 -0.lOOOOE 01 
1 1 1 -0.54677E 00 
2 0 0 -0.47232E 00 
2 2 0 -0~32565E 00 
3 1 1 -0.26562E 00 
2 2 2 -0.25023E 00 
4 0 0 -0.20412E 00 
3 3 1 -0.18042E 00 
4 2 0 -0.17387E 00 
4 2 2 -0.15228E 00 
3 3 3 -0.13948E 00 
5 1 1 -0.13948E 00 
4 4 0 -O.l2226E 00 
5 3 1 -0.11373E 00 
4 4 2 -0.11112E 00 
6 0 0 -0.llll2E 00 
6 2 0 -0.10171E 00 
5 3 3 -0.95594E 01 
6 2 2 -0.93707E 01 
4 4 4 -0.86837E 01 
5 5 1 -0.82314E 01 
7 1 1 -0.82314E 01 
6 4 0 -0.80911E 01 
6 4 2 -0.75768E 01 
5 5 3 -0.72342E 01 
7 3 1 -0.72342E 01 
8 0 0 -0.67320E 01 
7 3 3 -0.64654E 01 
6 4 4 -0. 63817E 01 
8 2 0 -0.63817E 01 
6 6 0 -0.60691E 01 
8 2 2 -o. 60691E. 01 
7 5 1 -0.58559E 01 
5 5 5 -0.58559E 01 
27 
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a 
0 + + 
-K = L Fourier Coefficients 21T \) 
L L L V(K) 
x y z \) 
6 6 2 -0.57884E 01 
8 4 0 -0.55345E 01 
7 5 3 -0.53594E 01 
9 1 1 -0.53594E 01 
8 4 2 -0.53037E 01 
6 6 4 -0.50925E 01 
9 3 1 -0.49455E 01 
8 4 4 -0.47193E 01 
7 5 5 -0.45936E 01 
7 7 1 -0.45936E 01 
9 3 3 -0.45936E 01 
8 6 0 -0.45532E 01 
10 0 0 -0.45532E 01 
8 6 2 -0.43987E 01 
10 2 0 -0.43987E 01 
7 7 3 -0.42896E 01 
9 5 1 -0 .42896E. 01 
6 6 6 -0~42545E 01 
10 2 2 -0.42545E 01 
9 5 3 -0.40238E 01 
8 6 4 -0.39929E 01 
10 4 0 -0.39929~ 01 
10 4 2 -0.38738E 01 
7 7 5 -0.37891E 01 
11 1 1 -0.37891E 01 
8 8 0 -0.36558E 01 
9 5 5 -0.35802E 01 
9 7 1 -0.35802E 01 
11 3 1 -0.35802E 01 
8 8 2 -0.35557E 01 
10 4 4 -0.35557E 01 
8 6 6 -0.34609E 01 
10 6 0 -0.34609E 01 
9 7 3 -0.33931E 01 
11 3 3 -0.33931E 01 
10 6 2 -0.33710E 01 
8 8 4 -0.32857E 01 
12 0 0 -0.32857E 01 
7 7 7 -0.32245E 01 
11 5 1 -0.32245E 01 
12 2 0 -0.32046E 01 
10 6 4 -0.31274E 01 
12 2 2 -0.31274E 01 
11 5 3 -0. 30719E 01 
9 7 5 -0.30719E 01 
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a + + 
__£ K = L Fourier Coefficients 21T \) 
+ L L L V(K ) 
x y z v 
12 4 0 -0.29837E 01 
CHAPTER III 
TIGHT-BINDING BASIS FUNCTIONS 
An acceptable crystalline wave function must have certain.transfor-
mation properties required by translational and rotational symmetry of 
the crystal lattice. The set of basis functions chosen for this inves-
·' 
-+-+ 
tigation are the Bloch sums, bnim (k,r), constructeg in the following 
manner 
-+-+ b n (k, r) 
ni<.m 
-+ -+ (r - R.) :ii (3-1) 
where N represents, symbolically, the number of unit cells in the crys-
-+ 
tal, k labels the irreducible representation of the translation group to 
-+-+ 
which b 0 (k,r) belongs and where the indices, n, ~' and m label the ni<.m 
nth.occurrence of the mth partner of the ith irredubib"le representation 
-+ 
of the three dimensional rotation group 0(3) to which the ~ n (r) belong. 
ni<.m 
-+ As will be seen shortly, ~nim(r) are chosen to be.the self-consis-
tent field (SCF) atomic wave functions. Since the highest symmetry 
possible in the group of the wave vector is that of the point group of 
the crystal, a subgroup of 0(3), all operations present in the group 
of the wave vector are also contained in 0(3), In order for the 
-+-+ . 
'bnim(~,r)to form an acceptable set.of ·basis functions for any and all 
points in.the Brillouin zone, it is necessary for each and every value 
of k to combine the given set of Bloch sums in such a manner that the 
periodic portion of this combination transdf,orms as the desired ~piember of 
30 
31 
some particular irreducible representation of the group of the wave 
vector. Since any given group of the wave vector is a subgroup of 0(3), 
this condition will be satisfied if sufficient values.of R, are repre-
sented in the Bloch set and if all the 2t + 1 values.of mare included 
for each choice of R,, 
++ The functiQns b 0 (k,r) can be shown to have the required trans-nx.m 
formation properties under translation by direct examination, 
+ + + b 0 (k, r + R 1 ) = nx.m v 
++ ik·R l" \) (+ + ~ e ~ n r + R ,-
'N + nx.m v 
y L'l R\) 
+ 
R ) ' \) (3-2) 
+ 
where R , is any translation vector. By multiplying and dividing its 
\) + + 
ik•R I 
right hand side by e v the above expression can be rewritten 
+ + + b n (k, r+R 1 ) nx.m v 
++ 
l ik• Rv' 
= -e 
= 
IN 
1 
IN 
++ ik•R 
v' 
e 
++ b 0 (k, r), nx.m 
(3-3) 
++ 
Eq. (3-3) demonstrates the fact that the functions b n (k,r) obey the 
nx.m 
Bloch condition and thus possess the required transformation properties 
under translation. 
+ +· The transformation properties of b 0 (k,r) under the coordinate nx.m 
operations R of the group of the wave vector can be examined in the 
following manner. 
Let PR represent the function operator corresponding to R defined 
in the usual manner(21 ' 22 ), 
+ -1+ PR f(r) = f(R r). (3-4) 
The result of operating on b n. 
nivm 
++ (k,r) by PR can.then be written as 
++ 
ik•R -l + + 
e \! • (R r - R.). 
· nR.m \l 
32 
(3-5) 
All operations R of the group of the wave vector will leave the.· crystal 
invariant, since the group of the wave vector is a subgroup of the -point 
group of the crystal. + Thus when.R operate~ on a.translation vector RV, 
+ the result of the operation is another translation vector, say R.,, i.e., 
Y. 
Thus, Eq. (3-5) can be rewritten 
+ 
= R - ' • \! . 
+ -1+ 
l ik•R Rv, -l + + 
-. # e · •nR.m (R (r - Rv,)). 
/NR' \) 
(3-6) 
(3-7) 
Now, since applying the same orthogonal transformation, of which R is 
,one, to both vectors in a scalar product does nat·alter the value of the 
product, one obtains 
= 
= 
+ -1+ 
eiRk•R(R R\l,) 
++ iRk•R , 
e v 
(3-8) 
Thus, using the fact that R is a member of the group of the wave vector, 
+ + i.e., using Rk =kin Eq. (3-8), it can thus be rewritten 
(3-9) 
Using the above relation, Eq. (3-7) becomes 
-1 + + 
• (R (r - R ,)) 
nR.m v (3 ... 10) 
+.+ Eq. (3-10) indicates that the b n (k,r) possess the same transformation 
nivm 
+ properties as ~ n (r) under the operations of the group of the wave 
nivm 
vector, 
. + + To construct an acceptable set of basis functions with b n (k,r) 
nivm 
for any and all points in the Brillouin·zone it is necessary for each 
+ 
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and every value of k to combine the given Bloch sums in such a way that 
this combination transforms as the desired partner of some particular 
irreducible representation of the group of the wave vector. This con-
dition will be satisfied if sufficient values of R. are represented in 
the Bloch set and if all the 2R. + 1 values of m are included for each 
choice of R., since any given group of the wave vector is a subgroup of 
the three-dimensional rotation group 0(3), The reduction of the irre-
ducible representations of.0(3) in various point groups are available 
in standard references'(Z3), 
Recognizing the fact that the spherical harmonics Y~(e, ~) form a 
++ basis of the irreducible representations of 0(3) the b n (k,r) func-
nivm 
tions can be written as 
b ++ 
ntm (k,r) = (3-11) 
The choice of the proper ~nt(r) functions is entirely left to the 
decision of the investigator, since this choice of ~nt(r) is not dic-
tated by synnnetry. However, it is desirable that these ~nt(r) are to 
be chosen in such a way to keep the number of basis functions to a 
minimum and yet the same time to give a reasonally good approximation 
of the desired wave functions for any given point in the Brillouin zone, 
Since the main purpose of this investigation is to develop and ex-
tend the Gaussian orbital formulation of tight-binding to the d orbital~ 
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with particular emphasis on the so-called "d-bands" of the transition 
elements, the core states and the 4s-4p band are not included iri this 
calculation. However, for a more detailed calculation the core 
states, the 4s states and the unoccupied 4p orbitals should all 
be included in forming the Bloch functions to introduce a rigorous 
variational solution of the secular equation. 
The justification of ignoring the core states is that the 3d states 
are tightly bound. This can be seen by looking at some of the single-
center and two-center overlap integrals between all possible pairs of 
the 3d , 3d , 3d , 3dx2 , 3dy2 , and 3dz2 orbitals as listed in Table 
xy yz zx 
V. Tightly bound 3d states and narrow 3d bands are also predicted 
by the energy band calculations performed by.L. F. Mattheiss(Z4)for the 
iron transition series solids. The addition of non muffin-tin terms 
should not destroy this gross effect and narrow bands are consistent 
with a tightly bound formalism, thus one should expect a tight-binding 
approach to give a reasonably accurate description of.the d-band with 
the exception of s-p hybridization. 
For this calculation the basis functions are chosen.to be the Bloch 
sums constructed by using the 3d atomic orbitals of copper in the fol-
lowing manner: 
++ 
++ J:_ l: ik~R , b (k,r) = \) + + 3dxy IN R:v e ~3dxy (r - R ) , \) (3-12) 
+-+ 
....!_ l: 
ik .. R 
++ \) + + 
b (k,r) ... e ~3dyz (r - R.), 3dyz IN R:v 
(3-13) 
++ 
b 
..!._ l: 
ik•R 
++ \) + + 3dzx (k,r) = e ~3dzx (r - R), IN R:v 
(3-14) 
TABLE V 
VALUES OF THE SINGLE CENTER AND MULTICENTER INTEGRALS <$1 (0)l$j(B)>: WHERE i AND j EACH 
2 2 2 RUNS OVER THE ORBITAL INDICES 3dxy, 3dyz; 3dzx, 3dx , 3dy ; and 3dz , FOR THE FIRST 
+ I + TEN B's ARE LISTED IN THIS TABLE. THE VALUE OF A SPECIFIC INTEGRAL <$.(0) $.(B)> 
1 J 
APPEARS AT THE INTERSECTION OF THE ith ROW AND jth COLUMN IN THE TABLE 
2 + 
- B = (O,O,O) 
a 0, 
9.99919E-01 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o 9.99919E-01 o.o 0.0 0.0 o.o 
o.o o.o 9.99919E-01 o.o o.o 0.0 
o.o o.o o.o 9.99919E-01 3.33306E-Ol 3.33306E-01 
o.o 0.0 0.0 3.33306E-01 9.99919E-01 3.33306E-Ol 
o.o o.o o.o 3.33306E-01 3.33306E-01 9.99919E-Ol 
2 + 
- B = (1,1,0) 
a 
0 
2.04070#-02 0.0 o.o 2.28907E-02 2.28907£-02 1. 34389E-02 
0.0 -7.76875E-03 -1.18048E-02 0.0 0.0 o.o 
o.o -1.18048E-02 -7.76875E-03 o.o 0.0 o.o 
2.28907E-02 OoO 0.0 1.71411E-02 3.01901E-02 9.10429E-03 -t w 
Vt 
TABLE V (Continued) 
2.28907E-02· OoO o.o 3.0l901E-02 1. 71411E-02 9,10429E-03 
l.34389E-02 o.o o.o 9.10427E-03· 9.10427E-03 4.03605E-03 
2 + 
-. B = (2 0 O) a , , 
0 
-2.61836E-03 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 o.o 
o.o 3.39626E-04 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 
o.o o.o -2.61836E-03 0.0 o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 9.30550E-03 1. 91682E-03 l.91682E-03 
0.0 o.o 0.0 l.91682E-03 3.39627E-04 l.13209E-04 
0.0 0.0 o.o l.91682E-03 l.13209E-04 3.39627E-04 
2 + 
- B = (2 1 1) a , , 
0 
3.03420E-04 l.72025E-04 6.00308E-04 7.48974E-04 l.55116E-04 3.52385E-04 
1. 72025E-04. 4.5382BE-os· l.72025E-04 4 . 7 3121E-04 . 7.75582E-05 7.75582E-05 
6.00308E-04 l.72025E-04 3.03420E-04 7.48974E-04 3.52385E-04 l.55116E-04 
7.48974E-04 4o73121E-04 7·.48974E-04 8.60167E-04 4,66410E-04 4.66410E-04 
L55116E-04 7.75581E-05 3.52385E-04 4.66409E-04 7.72028E-05 l.61236E-04 
3.52385E-04 7o75581E-05 l.55116E-04 4.66409E-04 l,61236E-04 7.72028E-05 
w 
°' 
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++ 
++ 
b 2 2 2 (k,r) 1 = - Ee INR 
ik•R 
\) ~ 2 2 2 + + (r - R ) , \) (3-15) 3d2z -x -y 
++ b 2 2 (k,r) 
3dx -y 
e 
++ ik•R 
\) 
3d2z. -x -y 
~ 2 2 3dx -y 
·+ + (r - R ) 
\) 
·+ + For future references in Chapter IV and V, notations b1 (k,r), 
(3-16) 
++ ++ ++ ++ b2(k,r), b3(k,r), b4(k,r), and b5 (k,r) are also equivalently used for 
the Bloch sums given in Eqs. (3-12), (3-13), (3-14), (3~15), and (3-16) 
respectively. 
+ + + 
The 3d atomic wave functions ~ 3dxy(r)~ ~3dyz(r), ~3dzx(r), 
-+ + ~ 2 2 2 Cr), and~ 2 2 (r) are each expressed in terms of a set of. 
3d2z -x -y 3dx -y 
Gaussian type orbitals (GTO's). The details will be given in Chapter v. 
The radial wave function of the 3d orbital is generated in.tabular form, 
using Clementi' s Tables of Atomic Wave Functions(l9 ). The tabulated 
values of the radial wave function, ~ 3d(r), are then curve fitted in 
terms of Gaussians in the following fashion 
= (3-17) 
where im = 7 is the number of ~i's and ~i's needed to obtain a reasonably 
accurate fit of ~3d(r). 
The values of ~i's and ~i's determined through the curve-fitting 
process are listed in Table VI. 
A comparison of the fit with the tabulated 3d radial wave function 
is given. in Table V:II. 
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TABLE··VI 
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM CURVE-FITTING PROCESS FOR THE 
~ 2 -r;ir2 
3d RADIAL WAVE FUNCTION ~ 3d(r) = i~l ai r e 
i ai r;i 
1 2.74704E-03 1.26850E-01 
2 4.63482E-02 2.82629E-01 
3 4.18604E-01 7.16191E-01 
4 2.70233E-00 1. 79829E-00 
5 l.20~21E-Ol 4.55734E-OO 
6 3.45857E-Ol 1. 21353E-01 
7 7.06682E-01 4.01764E-Ol 
TABLE VII 
COMPARISON OF TABULAR AND CURVE FIT OF THE 3d RADIAL 
• r 2 l.m 2 -.,,ir 
WAVE FUNCTION ~ 3d(r) = i~l ~i r e 
r 
o.o 
0.28817E-02 
0.57634E-02 
0.86450E-02 
0.11527E-01 
0.14408E-Ol 
0.17290E-01 
0.20172E-01 
0.23053E-Ol 
0.25935E-01 
0. 28817E-01 
0.34580E-01 
0.40343E-01 
0.46107E-Ol 
0.51870E-01 
0.57634E-01 
o .• 63397E-Ol 
0.69160E-Ol 
0.74924E-01 
0.80687E-01 
0.86450E-01 
0.97977E--Ol 
0.10950E 00 
o.12id$E oo 
0.13251Sf: 00 
o.1440BE oo 
0.15561E 00 
0.16714E 00 
0.17866E 00 
0.19019E 00 
0.20172E 00 
0.22477E 00 
0.24782E 00 
0.27088E 00 
0.29393E 00 
0.31698E 00 
0.34004E 00 
0.36309E 00 
0.38614E 00 
0.40920E 00 
0.43225E 00 
0.47836E 00 
Tabular 
0.0 
0.54329E-05 
0.42370E-04 
0.13941E-03 
0.32221E-03 
0.61364E-03 
0.10340E-02 
0.16014E-02 
0.23315E-02 
0.32381E-02 
0.43330E-02 
0.71268E-02 
0.10776E-01 
0 .15320E..:01 
0.20784E-01 
0. 27172E-01 
0.34481E-01 
0.42693E-Ol 
0.51784E-01 
0.61722E-01 
0.72470E-01 
0.96227E-01 
0.12269E 00 
0.15147E 00 
0.18218E 00 
0.21443E 00 
0.24785E 00 
0.28212E 00 
0.31691E 00 
0.35193E 00 
0.38695E 00 
0.45607E 00 
O.S2278E 00 
0.58599E 00 
0 • 6449:6E 00 
0~69917E 00 
0.74837E 00 
0.79244E 00 
0.83141E 00 
0.86539E 00 
0.89459E 00 
0.93959E 00 
Curve Fit 
0.0 
0.28831E-05 
0.23049E-04 
0.77699E-04 
0.18390E-03 
0.35838E-03 
0.61777E-03 
0.97814E-03 
0.14SSOE-02 
0.20637E-02 
0.28188E-02 
0.48223E-02 
0.75680E-02 
0.11146E-'"01 
0.15630E-01 
0.21080E-01 
0.27540E-01 
0.35037E-01 
0.43585E-01 
0.53176E-01 
0.63792E-01 
0.87961E-01 
0.11568E 00 
0.14641E 00 
0.17950E 00 
0.2142SE 00 
0.25005E 00 
0.28628E 00 
0.32241E 00 
0.35812E 00 
0.39310E 00 
0.46031E 00 
Oi52370E 00 
0.58366E 00 
0.64053E 00 
0.69437E 00 
0.74476E 00 
0.79094E 00 
0.83221E 00 
0.86805E 00 
0.89822E 00 
0.94248E 00 
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TABLE VII (Continued) 
r Tabular Curve-Fit 
0.52447E 00 0.96867E 00 0.96881E 00 
0.57057E 00 0.98425E 00 0.98211E 00 
0.61668E 00 0.98868E 00 0.98606E 00 
0 .. 66279E 00 0.98413E 00 0 .. 98262E 00 
0.70889E 00 0.97248E 00 0.97270E 00 
0.75500E 00 0.95536E 00 0.95690E 00 
0.80111E 00 0.93414E 00 0.93601E 00 
0.84721E 00 0.90993E 00 0.91118E 00 
0.89332E 00 0.88362E 00 0.88370E 00 
0 .. 98553E 00 0.82744E 00 0.82546E 00 
0.10777E 01 0.76971E 00 0.76781E 00 
0.11700E 01 0.71287E 00 0.71258E 00 
0.12622E 01 0.65834E 00 0.65961E 00 
0.13644E 01 0.60686E 00 0.60850E-OO 
0.14466E 01 0.55877E 00 0.55966E 00 
0.15388E 01 0.51419E 00 0.51391E_ 00 
0~16310E 01 0.47304E 00 0.47192E 00 
0.17232E 01 0.43519E 00 0. 43391E_ 00 
0,18155E 01 0.40045E 00 0.39958E 00 
0,19999E 01 0,33940E 00 0.34010E 00 
0.21843E 01 0.28810E 00 0.28946E 00 
0.23687E 01 0.24489E 00 0.24560E 00 
0.25532E 01 0.20832E 00 0.20796E 00 
0.27376E 01 0.17722E 00 0.176'29E 00 
0.29220E 01 0.15065E 00 o.14~83E .oo 
0.31064E 01 0.12786E 00 0.1Z758E 00 
0.32909E-Ol 0.10828E 00- 0.10856E 00 
0.341-53E 01· 0.91437E--Ol 0.92046EL01 
.. 0 .. 36597E 01 0.76964E-01 0.77595E-Ol 
0.40286E 01 0.53940E-,01 0.54027E-01 
Oo43974E 01 0. 37230E.,..Ol 0~36809E-Ol 
0 .. 47663E 01 0.25308E-01 0.24840E-Ol 
0.51351E 01 0.16955E-Ol_ 0.16756E-:-01 
0.55040E Cll 0.11207E-01 0~11295E ... 01 
o.ss12~ 01 0. 7'3172E-02 0.75516E-02 
Q.,62417E 01 0.47243E-02 0.49562E-02 
0 .. 66106E 01 0.30196E-02 0.31635E"'-02 
0.69794E 01 0.19125E-02 0.19519E"'"02· 
CHAPTER IV 
TliE SECULAR EQUATION 
Employing the set. of Bloch tight-binging bases bl (k,~), b 2 (k,~), 
-+.+ -+-+ -++ 
b 3 (k,r), b 4 (k;r), and b 5 (k-r) as described irt Chapter III, the trial 
wave function for the, 3d bands at any point in the Brillouirt zone can· 
be. approximated by 
+ -+ 
'i'A (k, r) = (4-1) 
where. the subscript A designates the transformation .properties under 
i 
the operations of the group of. the wave vector, and where '\ 's are de-
termined mainly by symmetry. 
Using the one-electron Hamiltonian shown below 
H =. (4-2) 
the Schr~dinger equation can be written as 
] + -+ [H-~ (k) 'i'A (k, r) =. 0 (4-3) 
* + + -+ Multiplying both sides of Eq. (4-3) by b (k, r) and integrating over r 
\) 
yields thefive,equations. 
5 s + S~l a>. (k) [Hl,S(k) -+ - EA (k) sl,S(k)] = o, (4-4) 
5 ~(k) [H2,S(k) -+ -+ ] (4-5) S~l - EA (k) s 2 , S (k) = O, 
Li 1 
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5 a~(k) [H3,f3(k) + s3 , 8c°k)J L: - EA(k) = 0, (4-6) (3=1 
5 f3 + [H4,(3(k) + s4, 8c'k)J (4-7) (3~1 aA(k) - EA (k) = o, 
5 f3 + (3~1 aA (k) [Hs,eC°k) - 1\ (k) s 5 ' f3 (k) J = o. (4-8) 
+ + 
where H a(k) and S a(k) with a running from 1 through 5 are defined as 
a,µ a,µ 
the following integrals 
+ 
H a (k) 
a,µ (4-9) 
+ s Q (k) 
a,µ (4-10) 
The condition for these five equations to possess a non-trivial solution 
leads to the following secular equation. 
(4-11) 
+ For each value of k, the solution of this equation will yield five allow-
+ 
ed values for the energy EAi(k) .where the roots are arranged in increas-
ing order in magnitude 
At points of high symmetry in the Brillouin zone, some of the EAi(k) 
will be degenerated. 
+ + Evaluation of the matrix elements H a(k) and S a(k) must first 
a,µ a,µ 
be carried out in order to dete~ine the roots of the secular equation. 
+ Using the Bloch sum as given in Eq, (3-l)ia 8(k) can be written as 
:!- • :' ' 
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+ H 0 (k) 1 = - ! ! (4-12) a,µ N R I R 
\) \) 
+ + 
For each value of R t , the .s.ummation over R yields the same result, 
'V. \) 
since the operator-His invariant under any symmetry translation. As the 
number of lattice sites in the crystal is represented schematically by N, 
+ 
the matrix element H 0 (k) reduces to a,µ 
++ 
+ 
H a (k) = 
a,µ 
ik•R 
e v 
which can be rewritten in simpler notations as 
+ H 0 (k) = 2: a,µ + R 
\) 
e 
++ ik•R 
\) 
+ A similar reduction carried out for S 0 (k) yields a,µ 
++ ik·R 
= 2: e v 
+ 
R 
\) 
+ I + < ¢ (0) ¢0 (R )> a µ v 
d•, 
(4-13) 
(4-14) 
It is clear that each matrix element is reduced to a sum over the crystal 
.. lattice of a number of multi-center integrals. It is also clear that 
the integrand in each matr.ix element involves a product of an orbital 
+ 
centered about the origin, an orbital centered about a lattice site R 
\) 
and, perhaps, some third function involving the crystal potential cen-
tered about a third lattice site, hence the term multi-center integral. 
Using the one electron Hamiltonian Has given in Eq. (4-2), the basic 
multi-center integrals be come 
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-+ I -+ <¢ (O) ¢ 0 (R )> a. µ v (4-15) 
*-+ 2 -+-+ J ¢ (r)(-~ V )¢ 0 (r-R) a. µ v dT, (4-16) 
-+ I + -+ * -+ + -+ + 
<¢ (O) V (r) l¢ 0 (R )> = J ¢ (r)V (r)¢ 0 (r-R) d~~ a. crys µ v a. crys µ v (4-17) 
The integrals in Eqs, (4-15), (4-16) and (4-17) are respectively 
called overlap, kinetic energy, and potential energy integrals. Since 
-+ 
these multicenter integrals are independent of the choice of k, they 
need only to be calculated once for each crystal. The matrix elements of 
the secular equation for any given point in the .Brillouin zone can then 
be evaluated by carrying out the appropriate sums over the crystal 
lattice after all the necessary multi-center integrals have been calcu-
lated, Thus the energies and wave functions associated with any given 
point in the Brillouin zone can be readily determined. 
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CHAPTER V 
CALCULATION OF MULTICENTER INTEGRALS 
A. Gaussian Orbitals 
As mentioned irt Chapter IV, the tight-binding matrix elements can 
be expressed in t~rms of a number of multicenter integrals of overlap, 
kinetic energy, and potential energy, Many well developed methods of 
high efficiency for evaluating overlap, and kinetic energy integrals can 
be found 1·n the literature(2S,ZG, 27 >. H th t b id owever, e same canno e .- sa 
about the potential energy integrals. Indeed, it is the difficulty of 
obtaining these potential energy integrals that has in the past imposed 
the very drastic approximations in the application _of the tight-binding 
method. The most frequently used assumptions come under the name of the 
nearest~eighbor approximation, In this approximation one assumes that 
all potential energy integrals in which the two orbitals are separated 
-+ by more than a primitive lattice vector, a., are negligible, and further 
J 
that in evaluating these integrals the only three-center integrals to be 
considered are those in which the third center coincides with one of the 
atomic orbitals or lies in an adjacent cell. 
In order to avoid such approximations in the present investigation, 
a new procedure involving use of Gaussian-type orbitals (GTO's), dis-
Cl,lSsed below, is employed to evaluate the potential energy integrals. 
GTO's are also used to evaluate the overlap and kinetic energy integrals, 
This -new procedure proves. to be so efficient that none of the assumption 
4S 
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involved in the nearest-neighbor approximation are necessary. 
The definitions of the unnormalized Gaussian-type orbitals centered 
+ 
at A are given below 
2 
G + -a.irA 
ijlls (a.i ,r A) - e 
2 
G -+ -a.irA 
1jl2p (a.i,rA) - xAe 
x 
2 
G -+ -a.irA 
1jl2p (a.i,rA) - yAe 
y 
2 
G -+ -a.irA 
1jl2p (a.i' r A) - zAe 
z 
2 
G -+ 2 -a.irA 
1jl3s(a.i,rA) - rA e 
2 
G -+ -a.irA 
1jl3dxy(a.i,rA) - xAyAe 
2 
G -+ -a.irA 
1jJ 3 dy z (a. i ' r A) - yAzAe 
2 
G -+ -a.irA 
1jl3dzx(a.i,rA) - zAxAe 
2 
G -+ 2 -a.irA 
tj; 2(a.i,rA) - xA e 
3dx 
2 
G + 2 -a.irA 
1jJ z(a.i,rA) - YA e 
3dy 
and 2 
G -+ 2 -a..rA 
1jJ 2 (a..' r A) . l. - .zA e 
3dz 1 
-+ -+ 
where rA is a position vector referred to A, xA' yA; and zA are Cartesian 
-+ 
coordinates of rA, and where the five spherical harmonics for t = 2 can 
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be. constructed from appropriate linear combinations of ljJG ,,,G 3dxy' "'3dyz' 
(26) The Gaussian-type orbitals have an important and unique feature 
in that the product of two Gaussians having their centers respectively 
at points A and B is, except for a constant factor K, itself a .Gaussian 
-+ 
wi.th a center at a point D, somewhere on the line joining the two 
-+ -+ 
points A and B, i.e., one can write the following equation, 
2 2 
= K exp [-(a1 + a2) rn1 exp (-alrA ) exp (-a2rB ) (5-1) 
a a 
-+2] where K= exp [-( 1 2 ) AB ' al+ a2 
and where 
-+ 2 I+ -+1 2 AB = B - A , 
2 I+ ~12 
rD = r - D , 
and 
Di = 
alAi + a2Bi 
i = 
al+ a2 ' 
x,y,z. 
The above mentioned feature of GTO's is used throughout in the formula-
tions of the potential energy, kinetic energy, and overlap integrals 
described in the following sections, 
B. Potential Energy Integrals 
To evaluate the following potential energy integrals 
(5-2) 
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G + G + involving two unnormalized GTO's, ~i(a 1 ,rA) and ~j(a2 ,rB)' with i and j 
representing the various orbital indices, ls, 2p , 2p , 2p , 3s, 3dxy, 
x y z 
. 2 2 2 + . + 3dyz, 3dzx, 3dx , 3dy , and 3dz , centered at A and B, one uses a Fourier 
+ 
expansion for V(r) as given in Eq. (2-9), 
+ V(r) + + + = KJ. V(K ) cos K "r • ~ \) \) c 
\) 
The summation is over all. reciprocal latUce vec~ors. 
(2-9) 
+ V(K ) are the 
\) 
+ 
tabulated Fourier coefficients evaluated according to Eq. (2-43), and r 
c 
+ is a position vector referring to C as its origin. See Figure 3. The 
+ point C may be chosen to be any atomic site.· 
+ Using the Fourier expansion of V(r), the potential energy integrals 
become 
(5-3) 
+ The Cartesian components. for the position vector r A defined by 
+ + + 
rA - r - A, see Fig. 3, are given by xA = X - Ax' yA ~ Y - Ay; and 
+ 
zA = Z - A,., where Ax' A1 , and Az are Catesian components of A, with 
+. + + 
similar expressions for points B, c, and D. 
As will be shown later, all necessary potential energy, kinetic 
energy, and overlap integrals involving orbitals higher than the ls 
orbital can be obtained by carrying out the appropriate differentiatiorts 
and summations of the following basic integral involving only the ls or-
bitals 
z 
x 
Figure 3. Relations Between Various Vectors in the 
Reduction of the Gaussian Orbitals 
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The result of the above integral can be .put into a closed form and 
is given by 
2 
where K 
\) 
e 
= 
-+ 
also be seen from Figure 3 that rDB 
= 
K 2 
\) 
(5-5) 
It can 
-+ -+ -+ 
= B - D, thus rDB is given by 
(5-6) 
a.l 
Using Eq. (5-6), and defining U =~~-one can write 
a.l+a.2 
= 
50 
(5-7) 
The following notations are defined to simplify the final expres-
sions of the integrals. 
H 
a. l a.2 
-
a.l + a.2 ' 
1 
K 2 
Q \) - 4 a.l + a.2 
K - CK ) 
x \) x 
K - ci{ ) y \) y 
K 
-
cit ) . 
z \) z 
+ G + Using the simpler notation ls(a.1 ,A) for iJ\s(a.1 ,rA), with the correspond-
ing simpler notations for higher orbitals, and the notations defined 
above, the potential energy integral given by Eq. (5-6) can be written 
(5-8) 
All other potential energy integrals involving orbitals higher than 
the ls orbital can be derived by appropriate differentiations and. summa-
tions from Eq. (5-8). A number of examples are given below to show how 
+ I -+ +I this technique is used. For instance, the integral <ls(a.1 ,rA) cos K •r 
.J \) c 
-+ 2px(a.2 ,rB)> can be obtained through the following differentiation. 
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(5-9) 
= 
+ I + +I By using the result given in Eq. (5-8) for <ls(a1 ,rA) cos Kv•rc 
+ ls(a2 ,rB)> and performing the differentiation the final expre$sion of 
the integral of Eq. (5-9) is found to be 
+ I cos K: .--;; I + <ls(a1 , r A) 2px(a2,rB)> \) c 
3 -. 2 al 
'IT )2 -RAB -Q + + = (a + e e [a + AB cos Kv•rcn 
1 a2 1 a2 x 
+ +I + K •r 2p (a2 ,rB)> can be derived from the above integral by replacing \) c z 
the subscript x of ABx and Kx with those of y and .z respectively. The 
= 
3 -HAB-+2 -Q al - + + 
( 'IT )-2 [ .A e e By cos KV• rCD 
N + N N + a ~l ~2 ~l 2 
K 
+ 
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. + I + + I + To evaluate the integral <ls(a.2 ,A) cos Kv·rc ls(a.1 ,B)> one only 
needs to exchange a.1 and a.2 in the expression (5-10). This leads to the 
following integral 
where 
= 
Recalling the definition of U, one can write 
= 
+ + 
rCB - (1-U) rAB = 
+ If the point C is chosen to be at an atomic.site, then 
The above method can be applied in general to obtain the integral 
from 
The following formulations, and a number of integrals, given by 
Eq. (5-24) through Eq. (5-30) need to be carried out before proceeding 
to obtain the potential energy integrals invo~ving the lower orbitals 
at1d the 3d 
Since 
and 
-a. r 2 
X 2 1 A A e 
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2 + I thus <3dx (a1,A) (5-10) 
I 2 + A similar expression for 3dx (a2 ,B)> in terms of the lower orbitals is 
given below. 
The following definitions are useful. 
2 + I <3y (a1 ,A) -
2 + I <3z (a1 ,A) -
2 + l3x (a2 ,B)> 
2 + I 3y (a2 ,B) > 
I 2 + 3z (a2 ,B)> 
-
-
-
1 a + I 
-- <2 a A 2a oAy ~y ( l' ) ' 
1 
1 a + I 2a1 oAz _< 2p z(al ,A) ' 
1 a I + 2px(a2 ,B)> 2a2 oBx 
1 a I + 2py(a2 ,B)> 2a2 aBy 
1 a I + 2pz(a2 ,B)> 2a2 oBz 
(5-11) 
(5-12) 
(5-13) 
(5-14) 
, (5-15) 
(5-16) 
. (5-17) 
Following Eq. (5-10), and using Eq. (5-12) through Eq, (5-17) one can 
write down the following expressions, 
2 + I <3dy (a1 ,A) 
2 + I 
• <3x (a1 ,A) (5-18) 
(5-19) 
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2 -+ 2 -+ I 2!1 <1s<a.1,A)1 <3dz (a.1 ,A) I = <3z (a.1 ,A) + 
' 
(5-20) 
I 2 -+ 2 -+ -1.... I ls(a.2 ,it)> ' 3dx (a.2 ,B)> = l3x (a.2,B)> + 2a.2 (5-21) 
I 2 -+ I 2 -+ 1 lls(a.2J)> 3dy (a.2 ,B)> = 3y (a.2 ,B)>. + 2a.2 (5-22) 
I 2 -+ I 2 -+ 1 I 1s <a. 2 , "B) > • 3dz (a.2 ,B)> = 3z (a.2 ,B)> + 2a.2 (5-23) 
The following i~tegrals are derived in order to obtain the potential 
energy integrals involving the ~G 2 , ~G orbitals and the lower ones. 
3dx 3dy2 
1 a + + + I + 
= ~2 ~B <ls(a.1 ,A) I cos K •r 2p Ga.2 ,B)> a.2 0 x v c x 
(5-24) 
(5-25) 
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+I-+-+! 2-+ <2p (a1·,A) cos K ·r 3y (a2,B)> x . v c 
(5-26) 
e 
-Q 
2 -2 1 3 
+ (2a1a2 - a1 ) AB K K + -4 K K ) ] x x y x y 
+ l ("'2 ABY K3 + ("' 2"' ) AB 8( + ) ~ ~2- ~l X. · a1 a 2 x 
2 ] -+ -+ K K ) sin K ·rcn}, 
x y v (5-27) 
i a -+I -+-+I 2-+ 
= - - <2p (a. A) cos K ·r 3z Ca.2 .B)> 2a.1 aAY x l' v c 
a 
(HAB (AB K K + AB K K ) + _1_ K K ) ~ x z y y x z 4a2 x y 
K K - .!. K2 K K )] cos K".;CD 
x y 4 z x y v 
(HAB2 - 12) (AB K +AB K )) z :x y y x 
1 - 1 + ----2 (- a 1 AB K K K + - a z zyx 2 2 4(a1+a2) 
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(ABY K2K + AB K2K ))]sin K .;CD},(5-28) 
z x ~-z y v 
i a +I -+-+I z-+ 
= - - <2p (a ,A) cos K •r 3y (a2 ,B)> 2a1 aAx x 1 v c 
e 
-Q 
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(5-29) 
Now, by using the results in Eq. (5-21), the integral 
can finally be given by 
(5-30) 
In addition to Eqs. (5-9) and (5-30) the process of using the dif-
ferentiation technique to obtain thirteen more integrals, from which all 
other potential energy integrals needed in this calculation can be de-
rived, are given below to illustrate in more detail on how this tech-
nique is used, 
(5-31) 
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(5-32) 
(5-33) 
(5-34) 
(5-35) 
1 
_,. I -+ -+ I + -+ I -+ + I 
= -2- <2p (a1. , rA) cos K. • r ls (a2 , rB) > + <2p (a.1 , rA) cos K 'r a.2 x v c x v c 
2 -+ 
3x (a.2 ,rB)>·, (5-36) 
+I +-+·1 2 + <2p (a.1 ,rA) cos K ·r 3dy (a:.;,rB)> x . . v c ' 
1 + l -+ -+ I -j> ..,. I ..,. + I 
= -2- <2p (a.1 ,rA) cos K •r ls(a2 ,rB)> + <2p (a.1 ,rA) cos K ·r a.2 x v c x . v c 
(5-37) 
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(5-38) 
(5-39) 
(5-40) 
(5-41) 
(5-42) 
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(5-43) 
By carrying out the differentiations outlined above, the closed 
form expressions of sixteen basic potential energy integrals are obtained 
and listed in Table VIL(. Any other necessary potential energy integrals 
not listed in the table can be obtained readily from one of the sixteen 
integrals. For instance to obtain an expression for the integral 
+ 
one only needs to change the components of the vector AB to its negative 
values, and exchange a1 and a 2 , As an example, the integral 
and the result is found to be 
C. Overlap Integrals 
TABLE VIII 
. - . 
.. . . . G + I + +·1 G + 
.THE POTENTIAL ENERGY INTEGRALS ARE GIVEN IN THE FOLLOWING FORM <$1(a1,rA) cos Kv·rc 1'ij(a2,rB)> 
3 
- -2 [ - + . + + - + + + ] 'II' 2 -BAB -Q 
.. c1 f(a1,a2,AB,K)cos Kv·rcD + g(a1 ,a2,AB,K)sin Kv·rcn , WHERE c1 • (al-to./. e e • H 
2 
a a K 
AND Q HAVE THE SAME MEANING AS THEY ARE DEFINED PREVIOUSLY, I.E., H • 1+a2 , AND Q• 4( +av -. 
al 2 al 2 
+ + + + Integrals f (<11 ,a2, AB, K) g(a1 ,a2, AB, K) 
+ I + +I + <ls(a1,rA) cos Kv·rc ls(a2,rB)> 1 0 
+ I + +I + ·al - Kx <ls(a1,rA) cos Kv·rc 2px(a2,rB)> , ---AB - 2(al+a2) al+a2 x 
2-- 1 
a1 (ABY K +AB K) + I + +I + a ABAB --KK <ls(a1,rA) cos Kv·rc 3dxy(a2,rB)> 1 yx 4xy x x x 
- (al+ a2)2 2 2(a1 + a2) 
-2 . ,1 2 BAB K 
+I ++I 2 + _L + al (BABx - 2) _ Kx x x <ls(a1,rA) cos K"•rc 3dx (a2,rB)> 2a2 a2(al + a2) 4(al + a2)2 a2(al + a2) 
. 2 -2 (a2 - al) ABX Kx + I + +I + 2(a1+a2) - Kx - 4a1a2ABx <2px(a1 ,rA) cos Kv·rc 2px(a2,rB)> 2 - 2 4(a1 + a2) 2(a1 + a2) 
K K + 4a1a2 AB AB a1KxABy - a2ABxKy + I + +I . + x y x y <2px(a1,rA) cos Kv'rc 2py(a2,rB)> - 2 2 4(a1 + a2) 2(a1 + a2) 
Q"\ 
I-' 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Integrals f(a1,a2, AB, Kv) 
a (!. - HAB2)Ai . 
-
-
1 2 x y 
2 
<2px(a1 ,~A>lcos Kv·~cl3dxy(a2 ,;B)> (al + a2) 
- 2 -
alAB K + (a1-a2)AB K K 
+ y x x X.I 3 4(a1 + a2) 
.• 
, 
a1 K K AB + a1 K K AB - a2K K AB xyz xzy yzx 
3 
+ I + +I + 4(a1 + a2) <2p (a1 ,rA) cos K •r 3d (a2,rB)> 
a1BAi AB AB x v c yz 
+ x I z 2 (al + a2) 
AB . - ~ 3 · a. AB (HAB - -) 
x + 1 x x 2 
2(a1 + a2) 2 +I t +I 2 + , (a.l + a2) <2p (a1,rA) cos •r 3d (a2,rB)> x v c. x .. 
. - 2 
+ 
(2al - a.2)ABXKX 
. 3 
4(al + a.2) 
AB - -2 1 a AB (RAB --) 
x + l x y 2 2(al + a.2) 2 
· +I ~+I 2 + (al+ a2) <2px(a1,rA) cos Kv·rc 3dy (a2,rB)> 
- - 2 
.(2a.1AB K K ... a.2AB K ) + IXI XI 
3 4(al + a.2) 
g(a1 ,a2, AB. iv> 
(.! - 8Ai2)K 
-
2 x I 
2 2(a1 + a2) 
l 2 --
+ ii Kx :KI -al (al-a2)ABxAB;lx . 
3 
2(al +Oz' 
H(AB ii :l + ii AB :l ) 
x ZI x IZ 
2(a1 + a2) 2 
2-- 1 
a ABABK --KKK 
-
1 I z x 4 x y z 
2(a1 + a2) 3 
:l + (a.l-la.2)Kx 
-
x 
4a2 (a.1 + 0 2) 2 4a2(al+a2) 
2J.il l 3 
+ 
<201°2 - °l. ) x:lx + 4 Ky 
3 2(a.l + a2) 
K 
x 
- 2 4(al + a.2) 
+ a.1ABy(2a.2ABxK.y - a.lABy:lx)+t~Kx 
3 2(a1 + a2) 
°' N 
TAllL~ Vlll (Continued) 
lategi;als 
;., 
<3dxy(<l1 ,rA) 
I cos t .-; l 
v c 
Jdyz (<l2 JB) 
HAll AB (2HAB2 - 1) 
x z y 
2 (Bl + a2) 
£Capa.2, A\ t > 
. v 
i-:-:::-,-. 2-- . 1 . 2 (<l2AB _AB K K + <llAB AB K_• K - -4· K_ _ K . K_ ·) 
- x y.y z . y z x y x y ~ 
2<a.1 + <l2) 4 
g(a1,a2, AR, K) 
. Ill RAB AB (Ai K + AB K ) - a2HAB AB (AB K +AB K ) 
_ _ . y ,Z •. X l'; • y X X. Y . Z y Y Z 
3 (<ll + <l2) 
(a2AB K - a 1.AB K ) x z z x 
. 3 
2(a1 +a2) 
--.2 __,. 2 -
H(AB AB K2+AB .ABK K +AB ABK K + A82K K)- 12 .. K K I+' x z y x. ;y y z . ., y, li x y .y .:x,z ~ II I -
' . 3 . 
a1AB_ · K K - a2AB .K K + (!~l - a2)AB K K K_ z;.xy. ·x_y .. z.. ·. ZXYZ 
·4 
+ 
<3dxy(<l1 ,rA) 
2-:-:::- - 1 <l AB AB - - K K 2.· x Y _4 .xy 
2 2a.2 (Bl + 0 2> . 
2(al + <l2) 
I cos K .-; I L ~--· (<ll - 2_ <l2)K K .· _+ ala._2· AB_ · .. AB__ cw2 __ · · .. -. -_23 ) v, c . · .. 2 x y .. • . ~ y . J ' 
(al+ ai)3 
2 + 
3dx (a.2,rB)> ·l · 2 ~ ..:._ 2 . · • 2 -.;...z . 1 3 
·· (2_a1a2-112 )AB AB _K_ +(2a1a2._-<l_1)AB __ K K_ + -4- K K x_yx ·.· •. · XXY x y 
4Ca.1 + (l2> 
;:;.~ 
4(al + a.2) 
- - ~3 -2 
- (ABlx + All-t,Ky) + .o.2Alllx + (a2-2al)ABXKX Ky 
2 . . 4 
2<a1 + a.2) S(a.l ·+ <l2) 
1 ;o:-:t2 1 - l - -2 3 (<l2 - -r'l)(Wx - 2)AByKx - -aaiABxKy(HAllx - 2) 
+ 
(111 + 112> 
CJ' 
w 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Integrals 
....... 
f(a1 ,a2 , AB, l<) 
2-..,-,.;.. 1 
a ABAB --KK 
.... .2 x :z 4 xy· 
-<3dxy(a1 ,rA) ·...• . ·. . 2 
. 2a2 (a1 + a 2) 
lcos K •t I a 2li All K 2 + a 2.AB2K K - l K 2K J.( 
_2 xyz l.z.xy 4z)ty + v . c 
. 4 
4(al + a.2) 
2 .... 
' a 3dz (a2 ,rB)> H(WZ - t)AB AB HAB (AB K K +AB K K )+ ~ K 
+ z · x I + z x z I . I z x 2 ~ y + 2 . .· 3 (al + a.2) 2(al + a2) 
l + HAB2(HAB2-3) 2 . 2 -2 2 
4 x x (a.1 - 4a1a 2 + a 2 ) (1-2HABx)Kx 
2 .... 
<3dx (111 ,rA) (111 + 112) 
2 - 8111112 (a1 + 112) 3. 
K 4 (~2 _ l) K 2. . (HAB2 _ !) 
lcos K •t I + x .. ·. + · .. ·. . x.. 2 - .,.x . + .... · .. :it 2 
v c 16(al + 112)2 2a2 (111+112) 8111 (al+ll2)2 2a~(11l+112) 
2 .... K 2 3dx (a.2,rB)> 
-
x + _l_ 
8112 (a]_ + 112) 2 4111a 2 
.+ ·+ g(~1 ,a2 , AB, K) 
ABK +AB K 
IX x y 
2 2(a1 + a 2) . 
-a1AB KKK + t a 2 (AB K 2K +AB K 2K ) 
.l:ZXI ··XZ·I IZ·X 
. . 4 4(a1 + a 2) 
---. --.-,2. 1 ~ . -2a. BAB AB AB. ·K - .a (HAB. - -) (AB K +AB K ) 2.z.·31:·yz l.z· 2· XI··Ix 
2(a1 + a 2). 
3 
. 3 -2- - 3 (111-a2H2 - BAB )AB K (112 - 111 }AB K 
... · x xx+ .. ·.xx 
(a1 + 112) 3 4 (111 + 112) 4 
.· 
°' .p. 
Inte&rals 
2 .... 
<3dx (a1 ,rA) 
lcos K •t I 
" c 
2· .... 
3dy (a2 ,rB)> 
.... 
<3dxy(a1 ,rA) 
lcos K •t I 
" c 
.... 
3dxy(a2,rB)> 
+ 
........ 
f(a.1 ,a2, AB, K) 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
(HAB2 - !) (HAB2 - !) 
x 2 y 2 -
(a 2K 2+a K 2) 
1 x 2 y -
3 8a1a 2(a1+a2) 
(a 2 AJl-K 2+a 2AB2K 2) 
1 .-yx._ 2 ·xy 
(al + a2)2 
K 21{ 2 HABABKK 
x y JI; y 
3 (al + a2) 
+ .x. y + 
4 16(a1+a2} 
. 4 
4(a1 + a 2) 
2 ~2 1) K (HAB - -
y 2 - -~--- ~2 
2a2<a1+-a2) Sal {al+a2) 
(HAB2 -1) 
+ X. 2 
2al (Cll+a2) 
K 2 
x 
2 8a2 (a1 + a 2) 
1 
+ 4ala2 
cl - BAB2)(l - BAB2) Ii(AB2 K 2+AB'fx 2) - l(K 2 + K 2) 
2 x 2 y "+ . y ~ x y 2 x y 2 . . . 3 
(a1 + a 2) 4(a1 + a 2) 
. 1 2 2 . 2 --
-4 K K - {a1- - a 2) AB AB K K + .:xy . xyxy 
. 4 . 
4(a1 + a 2) 
.... .... &(a1,a2, AB, K) 
. -.,.2 l - -2 -1 -
a (HAB - --)AB K a (BAB - -)AB K 1 Y 2 X X + 2. .X . 2 y y 3 . . . . .. .·· 3 
(al + a2) (al + ~2) 
- 2 - 2 -(a1AB K K -a2AB K K ) BAB K Yx_y xxy +· ·_-_yy 
4 (al + a2) 4 2al a2 (al + a2) 
HAB K 
xx 
2a1a2 (a-:-;·+ a2} 
(a1-a2--_)[(l2_· - HAB2) __ AB K + (12 - BAB2)AB _K_ 1 x _.YY .· · y xX' j 
2(a1 + a 2) -
. . . ·-.;_ 2 ~- . 2 (al - a2) (:U .K . K + AB K K . ) 
_ ·._··-yx y :x:xy 
S(al + a2)4 
°' I.JI 
-+ 
normalized .3d GTO' s are obtained by setting K equal to zero in .. .the 
\) 
and are readily obtained from Table VIII. 
D. Kinetic Energy Integrals 
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To obtain the analytical expressions for the kinetic energy in-
tegrals <~~(ai,~A)J - t ~2 1 ~~(a2 ,~B)> involving two unnormalized GTO's, 
one again starts by obtaining the kinetic energy integral involving 
two ls GTO's. The kinetic energy integrals involving higher orbitals 
can then be derived from this basic integral by appropriate differen-
tiations and summations. 
To do this, examine the factor in the integrand 
where 
= = = z-B • 
z 
(5-44) 
The Laplacian is invariant under translation of the coordinate system 
and hence, 
2 2 2 
= (-3- + _3_ + _3_) 
2 2 2 
3xB 3yB 3zB 
G Because of the symmetric relationship of.xB and Bx in ~j(a2 ; xB' YB' zB) 
one obtains the relation 
= 
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Cl G + 
= - axB ijJ j (a2 'rB) ' 
a G + a G + 
and similar relations for aB. ijJ, (a2 ,rB) and ~ ijJ, (a2,rB). Hence, 
y J z J 
where = 
a2 
+ 
ClB 2 
x 
a2 
ClB 2 y 
a2 
+ ClB 2 o 
z 
The relation given in Eq. (5-45) enables one to write 
+ 
earlier, by setting K = 0 in,the potential energy integral 
\) 
= 
Using Eq. (5-47) in Eq. (5-46) one obtains 
In spherical polar coordinates the above equation can be written 
(5-45) 
(5-46) 
(5-47) 
(5-48) 
Cl 
ClAB 
-HAB2 
e ) 
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(5-49) 
By carrying out,the differentiation the above integral is found to be 
(5-50) 
-2] AB • 
All other kinetic energy integrals can be derived from the above 
integral by performing the appropriate differentiations and summations 
in a manner similar to that of obtaining the potential energy integrals 
G +I ++IG + from the basic integral <1/Jls(a1 ,rA) cos Kv 0 rc 1/Jls(a2 ,rB)> as discussed 
G +. I 1 21 G + in Section Ba For instance, the integral <1/J1sCa1 ,rA) - 2 I/ 1/JZp (a2 ,rB)> 
x 
is obtained by the following process 
The final expression of the above integral, after carrying out the 
differe.ntiation, is found to be 
(5-51) 
[- + 
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In addition to the integrals in Eq. (5-50) and (5-51) fourteen more 
kine.tic energy integrals are obtained, in a similar way as one obtained 
the corresponding potential energy integrals as listed in Table VIII, and 
are listed in Table IX. Similar techniques as used in Section B can 
be utilized to derive any other necessary kinetic energy integral from 
one of the sixteen integrals listed in Table IX. 
THE KINETIC ENERGY INTEGRALS ARE GIVEN 
+ + 
= c2 h(a1 ~a2 ,AB,Kv)' WHERE c2 = 
Integrals 
+112 + <ls(a1 ,rA) - 2 V lls(a2,rB)> 
..... I i 2 ""* <ls(a1,rA) - 2 V [2px(a2 ,rB)> 
..... I 1 21 ..... <ls(o.1 ,rA) - 2 V 3dxy(a2 ,rB)> 
TABLE IX 
G +I 12G + IN THE FOLLOWING FORM <~i(a1 ,rA) - z V l$j(a2,rB)> 
3 -2 
( 'IT )Z e-HAB a o. H IS DEFINED AS H = 1+2 • 
°'1 0:2 °'1+°'2 
+ + h(a1 ,a2,AB,K) 
H(3-2 HAB2) 
2 
!!___ (2HAB2 - 5) AB 
°'2 x 
3 2 7 --2H2 (HAB - z) ABxABY 
°'2 
..... I 1 2 1 2 + <ls(a1 ,rA) - 2 V 3dx (o.2 ,rB)> 
3 2 
-
2H (HAB2 - ]_) AB2 + !!_____ (HAB2 - 2_) + ..JL. (3-2 HAB2) 2 2 x 2 2 2a2 
+ I 1 2 + 
<2px(o.l,rA) - 2 V 12Px(o.2,rB)> 
°'2 °'2 
!!.__ c.2. -2 2-2-2 _ (a +a ) 2 - 7HAB + 2H AB AB - HAB2) 
1 2 x x 
-....) 
0 
- Integrals 
+ I 1 2r . """" 
<2px(a.l,rA) ..;... 2 'ii 2Py(a.2,rB)> 
-+ t 1 21 + 
<2px(cxl,rA) - 2 'ii 3dxy(a.2,rB)> 
+ I 1 21 + <2px(a.l,rA) - 2 'ii 3dyz(a.2,rB)> 
"""" I 1 2 2 + <2px(a.l,rA) - 2 'ii l3dx (a.2,rB)> 
+ 1 2 2 + 
<2px(a.l,rA)I- 2 'ii l3dy (a.2,rB)> 
"""" I 1 21 + <3dxy(a.1 ,rA) - 2 'ii 3dxy(a.2 ,rB)> 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
h(cx1 ,~2 ,!B,K) 
2 H -2 --( + ) (2HAB - 7)AB AB 
ell Cl2 x y 
3 
- H [l - H(9AB2 + AB2) - 2H2AB2AB2]AB 2 2 x x y 
a.la.2 
4 
- 1!!_ (HAB2 - i) AB AB AB 2 2 x y z 
ell Cl 
H3 [- 2HA.B2 (~:t - i) + 3 (HA.B2 - l)] AB - H2 (2HAB2 - 5) AB 2 X 2 2 'X 2a.1a.2 X 
a.la.2 
3 2 
H . [- 2HA.B2 (HA.B2 - i) + (HAB2 - l)] AB - H (2HAB2 - 5) AB 2 y 2 2 x 2a.1cx2 x 
a.la.2 
3 
H [l + H(HAB2 - i)(AB2 + AB2) - 2H2AB2 AB2 (HAB2 - ll) - H AB2] 224 . 2 x y x y 2 2 
al a.2 
....... 
...... 
Integrals · 
+ I 1 2[ + 
<3dxy(a1 ,rA)1- 2 'i/ 3dyzCa2 ,rB)> 
-+ I i 2 1 2 -+ <3dxy(a.if A) - 2 V 3dx (a2 ,rB)> 
-+ I i 2 2 -+ 
<3dxy(a.1 ,rA) - 2 V l3dz (a.2 ,rB)> 
2 + I 1 2 1 2 -+ <3dx (a.1 ,rA) - 2 V 3dx (a2 ,rB)> + 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
-+ + 
h(a1 ~a2 ,AB,K) 
4 
_H_ [ - ~ - 2HAB2 (HAB2 - 11) + HAB2] AB AB 22 2 y 2 x z 
().1 °'2 
4 3 
{ H [- 2HAB2 (HAB2 - 11) + 3(HAB2 - ~)] + H (-2HAB2 + 7)}AB AB 22 x 2 2 2 xy 
al a.2 . 2al °'2 
4 3 
{ H [ - 2HAB2 (HAB2 - 11) + (HAB2 - ~) J + _H_ 
2 2 z 2 2 2 
°'1 a2 2°'1 °'2 
(-2HAB2 + 7)}AB AB 
x y 
3 
_H_ [-2 H2 °AB4 (HAB2 - 11) + 3HAB2 (2HAB2 - 9) - l(HAB2 - l)] 22 x 2 x 2 2 
al a2 
2 2 
H_. - [-2 HAB2 (HAB2 - J_) + (HAB2 - ~)] + H [-2 HAB2 (HAB2 - ]_) 
2 x 2 2 2 x 2 2a1a 2 2a.1 a 2 
+ (HAB2 - ~)] + H (3 - 2 HAB2) 2 4a1a2 
"-.! 
N> 
Integrals 
2 -+ I 1 2 1 2 -+ <3dx (a.1 ,rA) - 2 V 3dy (a.2 ,rB)> 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
. -+ -+ . 
h(a.1 ,a.2 ,AB,K) 
3 . 
_H_ [-2 H2AB2 AB2 (HAB2 - 11) + H(HAB2 - 2_) (AB2 + AB2)- 1 (HAB2 -l..)] 22 x y 2 2 x y 2 2 
O'.l 0'.2 
+ 
2 2 
_H_ [-2 HAB2 (HAB2 - l_) + (HAB2 - .2._)] + _H_ 
2 y 2 . 2 , 2 2a.1a.2 2a.1 0'.2 
[- 2HAB2 (HAB2 - J_) 
x 2 
+ (HAB2 - ~)] + H (3-2 HAB2) 
2 4a.la.2 
"' w 
CHAPTER VI 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The results of the calculation for the 11 3d bands" of copper using 
tight-binding method with GTO's are reported in this chapter. The 
values of E(k) versus k along [l, 0, O] direction in the Brillouin zone 
are tabulated in Table X. -+ -+ The band structure, E(k) versus k along the 
above mentioned direction is shown in Figure 4. Table XI gives the 
energy differences of states which indicate the relative positions and 
widths of the bands at the X point from this calculation along with the 
results from other investigators. The 3d band width, E(X5 ) - E(X1), is 
calculated by Segall (8) as 0.300 Ryd and by Snow(28 ) as 0.189 Ryd. 
compared to the value of 0.121 Ryd from this calculation. The energy 
difference of E(X5) - E(X3) is calculated to be 0.212 Ryd by Burdick(S) 
and 0.170 Ryd by Snow and Weber(28 )-in contrast to 0.107 Ryd found in the 
present calculation. It is noticed that the energy difference, E(X5) -
E(X1 ), of the present calculation is narrower than those from other 
works, and it is also interesting to note that the experimental value 
. (29) 
of E(X5) - E(X1) found by Berglund and Spicer to be 0.205 Ryd and 
(30) 
that by Fadley and Shirley to be 0.221 Ryd, both of which are 
smaller, see Table XI, than the results calculated by Segall and Burdick. 
In the present calculation the results at the r point are rigorous with-
in the model although the core states are not included in the trial 
function. This is due to the fact that the core orbitals neglected 
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TABLE X 
THE CALCULATED VALUES OF E(k) VS. k FOR THE 3d BANDS OF COPPER ALONG [1,0,0] 
DIRECTIONS BY TIGHT-BINDING ME.TROD ARE TABULATED IN THIS TABLE. THE BSW 
SYMBOLS ARE USED. IR AT THE HEAD OF EACH COLUMN STANDS FOR IRRE-
DUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS. UNIT OF ENERGY E IS IN RYDBERGS. 
BSW a Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 ~k Label. 21f IR E IR E IR E IR E 
ro o,o,o 12 -0.489 12 -0.489 25' -0.523 25' -0.523 
0.1,0,0 2 -0.488 1 -0.490 5 -0.522 5 -0.522 
A 0.2,0,0 2 -0,487 1 -0.494 5 -0.519 5 -0.519 
0.3,0,0 2 -0,485 1 -0.502 5 -0.514 5 -0.514 
A 0.4,0,0 2 -0.482 5 -0.507 5 -0.507 l -0.515 
0.5,0,0 2 -0.479 5 -0.498 5 -0.498 1 -0.531 
A 0.6,0,0 2 -0.475 5 -0.489 5 -0.489 1 -0.548 
0.7,0,0 2 -0.472 5 -0.480 5 -0.4SO 2' -0.562 
A 0.8,0,0 2 -0.470 5 -0.472 5 -0.472 2' -0.570 
0.9,0,0 5 -0.466 5 -0.466 2 -0.468 2' -0.570 
x 1,0,0 5 -0.464 5 -0.464 2 -0.467 3 -0.572 
IR 
25' 
2' 
2' 
2' 
2' 
2' 
2' 
1 
1 
1 
l 
Band 5 
E 
-0.523 
-0.524 
-0.528 
-0.533 
-0.540 
-0.548 
-0.555 
-0.564 
-0.576 
-0.584 
-0.586 
....., 
LT1 
TABLE XI .. 
COMPARISON OF VARIOUS CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (ENERGIES IN RYDBERG) 
Source 
a Segall 
b Burdick 
c Snow 
Slater.• 1 
5 Slater = -6 
d Howarth 
Present 
Calculation 
a. Reference 8 
b. Reference 5 
c. Reference 28 
d. Reference 2 
e. Reference 29 
f. Referenc~ 30 
Calculated 
E(r12) - E(r25> E(X5) - E(X1) 
0.072 0.300 
0.058 0.249 
0.045 O.l:89 
0.046 0.224 
0.040 
0.034 0.121 
E(X5) - E(X3) 
0.244 
0.212 
0.170 
0.180 
0.268 
0.107 
Experimental 
Source 
e Spicer 
f Shirley 
E(X5) - E(X1) 
0.205 
0.221 
....... 
O"I 
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contain only s, p , p , and p orbitals and these orbitals c.an never 
x y z 
reproduce the d state transformation properties represented by r 12 and 
rZS' Thus the r 12 and rZS states are automatically orthogonal to the 
core states. It is clearly shown in Table XI that the energy difference, 
E(r12 ) - E(rz5), of 0.034 Ryd of the present calculation agrees reason-
ably well with some of the other calculations, for instance, Howarth's(Z) 
0.040 Ryd for E(r12 ) - E(r25 ), although the value is again smaller than 
those given by all other investigators. The omission of the core states 
will not have any effect on E(X5), E(X3) since the x5 , x3 , and x2 states 
are all d states, which cannot mix with the core s, p , p , and p 
x y z 
states. At the x1 point there is a possibility of mixing s-like and 
d-like wave functions. However, if the overlaps between the d orbitals 
and the orbitals representing the core states are small, which is as-
sumed, then the mixing of s and d wave functions at this point can be 
ignored, Thus, the results at X point also represent a near rigorous 
solution within the model.Examination of Figure 4 shows that the free 
e.lectron-like s-p band that crosses the d bands as would normally be 
seen in the band structure of copper is missing, since the 4s and 4p 
states are not included in the trial wave function in the present cal-
cu.la ti.on, 
The narrow d bands found in this calculation help to strengthen 
the widely held belief that the 3d orbitals are tightly bound and do 
constitute the major contributors to the so-called "3-d band~. It is 
pointed out that(3l) the calculations of the band structures for transi-
tion metals are complicated due to the presence of d electrons which oc-
cupy narrow energy bands lying in a broad s-p band. It is also pointed 
out by various a.uthors(ls,z4 , 3z) that certain properties, for instance, 
E(Ryd) 
-0.40 
-0.44 
-0.48 
-0.52 
-0.56 
-0.60 
-0.64 
XS 
2 
r12 
r2s 
X3 
xl 
a 
0 -+ 1--~.--~-.-~.,--~.,--~.,--~.,--~.--~.-~.-~-,-2i K 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0~7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
Figure 4. E(k) Vs. k Along [1,0,0] Line 
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the band width and the relative positions of the band with respect to 
the Fermi energy, of the d bands are very sensitive to the crystal 
potential used in the calculation. The APW method suffers mainly from 
the inadequacy of the assumption of the muffin-tin type crystal potential 
in its calculation. (33) . It is known that , even in a self-consistent APW 
calculation, the muffin-tin type crystal potential casts some shadow on 
the certainty of the relative position of the d bands and leaves some 
doubt about the details of the Fermi surface of the material under study. 
This muffin-tin approximation is even more serious in the band structure 
. (34) 
calculations for transition-metal compounds , It is therefore felt 
that the difference in the crystal potential used in this calculation 
might also have contributed in some degree to the narrow bands reported 
here. Up to the present time no investigation on the structure of the 
d band of copper using the extended tight-binding method of Lafon and 
Lin with a non-muffin tin crystal potential has been reported. For 
copper, in which the d band is important, the present investigation ap-
pears to be the first try in this direction. In general, the results of 
this calculation show that a more in-depth analysis including all core 
states is needed before any definitive analysis of the magnitude of 
error resulting from using the muffin-tin type crystal potential can be 
made, and that particular attention should be paid to the core ortho-
gonalization. The 4s and 4p states should also be included in the Bloch 
sums to give a more complete picture of the band structure of copper. 
Noticing the small number of the basis functions expressed in GTO's used 
in the final trial wave function, and the results thus obtained in this 
calculation, which are at least comparable to those reported by using 
other methods, one feels justified to conclude that the extended tight-
80 
binding approach with non-muff in tin potential and GTO basis constitutes 
an efficient method to treat the band st:tu~tures for transition metals. 
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